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Computer Science and Automation

Large data-intensive web sites publish considerable quantities of information

stored in their structured repositories. Data is usually rendered in numerous data-

rich pages using templates or automatic scripts. This wealth of information is

of wide interest to many applications and online services that do not have direct

access to the structured data repositories. Therefore, there’s a great need to lo-

cate such pages, accurately and efficiently extract data on them, and store it in a

structured format more adapted to automatic processing than HTML.

In this context, we exploit intra- and inter-web site information redundancy to

address the problem of locating relevant data-rich pages and inferring wrappers on

them, while incurring a minimum user overhead. In the first part, we propose to

model large data-intensive web sites, to crawl only the subset of pages pertaining

to one vertical domain, and then build effective wrappers for attributes of interest

on them, with minimum user effort. Our methodology for synergic specification

and execution of crawlers and wrappers is supported by a working system devoted

to non-expert users, built over an active-learning inference engine.

In the second part, we use the information gathered during inference on the

training site, to automatically discover new similar sources on the same type of

entities of the vertical domain, which can be useful to complement, enrich, or ver-

ify the collected data. Our proposed approach performs an automated search and

filter operation by generating specific queries and analyzing the returned search

engines results. It combines exploiting existing attributes, template, and page

information with a semantic, syntactic, and structural evaluation of newly discov-

ered pages to identify relevant semi-structured sources.

Both techniques are validated with extensive testing on a variety of sources

from different vertical domains.





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Web Information Retrieval

The World Wide Web is an enormous repository of documents of different kinds,

mostly composed of textual content, with or without accompanying multimedia. This

makes the Web a rich knowledge base where users seek and publish information. This

information is usually organized into web pages that may display content in plain text,

or semi-structured documents containing records, as shown in Figures 1.1a and 1.1b,

respectively. Some pages may also consist of a mix of text and semi-structured data.

These types of content, however, are fitted for the user’s cognitive abilities but

are not well adapted to be processed by computers to answer complex queries, such

as “list of restaurants in Paris that serve vegetarian dishes and have good reviews”,

for example, without forcing the user to read through tens of web pages in search

for the needed information. With the growth of comparative shopping, aggregator

sites, vertical search engines, and other domain-specific web activities, there is also a

growing interest in both research and industry to automate accessing and processing

of this huge wealth of information. These efforts aim to find solutions to automati-

cally discover implicit structure and semantics on the pages and turn the content into

machine-usable structured data, on which complex queries can then be run.

However, because a large proportion of publishing web sites are not interested in

giving public access to their data or spending costly efforts for annotating their pages,

approaches seeking to extract information with clear structure and semantics from

web pages need to resolve the following tasks:

• Finding relevant web sources

• Locating and extracting information on the web sources

• Integrating and cleaning the extracted data

3



1. INTRODUCTION

• Maintaining the process functional and the data up-to-date

These steps constitute the main focus of the field of Web Information Retrieval.

They generally need to be performed automatically at Web scale, possibly with some

human supervision or help from external resources. They are not strictly sequential,

as extracting data from a web site can facilitate locating other relevant web sites in

some cases, while maintenance is a recurrent task, for instance.

1.2 Large Data-Intensive Web Sites

Because web content is heterogeneous in nature, information retrieval techniques that

have been developed to deal with text content are generally different from those tar-

geting information that has some level of structure.

The former combine statistical machine learning with natural language processing

techniques, such as Part-of-Speech tagging for words grammatical role identification,

and semantic role labeling for logical role identification, and apply rules and con-

straints for more accurate extraction results.

On the other hand, semi-structured information retrieval is concerned with pages

that generally display data in attribute-value format. The data represents records orig-

inating from an underlying structured or semi-structured data repositories (such as

databases or XML files) belonging to a specific domain. This data is commonly ren-

dered on the page with a dynamic encoding into a common template that has some

layout structure. Each page displaying one record is then referred to as detail page

or entity page, as it describes a particular instance of a given conceptual entity in that

domain. The objective of information retrieval from semi-structured content is then

to rediscover the implicit domain schema encoded in the web pages and extract the

content from each entity page to populate back the records’ attributes. This is done

using template estimation techniques and expressive extraction rules.

In particular, web sites listing hundreds or thousands of detail pages for a given

domain entity are of special interest for information extraction because of the richness

of data that they offer. They are qualified as data-intensive. The level of structural re-

dundancy they present constitutes an advantage for template discovery and developing

effective extraction rules. Moreover, since many such large data-intensive sites exists

on the web, cross-site content redundancy is another factor that can also be exploited

to support extraction techniques.

Since both information retrieval from text and that from semi-structured sources

are very wide areas of study, in this work we focus on specific aspects of information

retrieval from large data-intensive web sites.

4



1.2. Large Data-Intensive Web Sites

(a) Page with plain text content

(b) Page with semi-structured content

Figure 1.1: Information organization on web pages

5



1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Challenges

Despite all the achievements in the various research areas of Web information re-

trieval, some of which have been successfully applied in search engines and commer-

cial sites, there are still some challenges to be addressed.

In crawling, one of the main shortcomings of web crawlers is that they usually lack

the ability of performing form submissions to access content behind HTML forms.

This hidden web content is referred to as the Deep Web and is estimated to be sev-

eral orders of magnitude larger than the surface pages crawled and indexed by search

engines.

Crawlers efficiency is also an objective that faces some obstacles, mainly because

crawlers should have a means to distinguish relevant from irrelevant pages to optimize

the effort spent on following links and downloading pages.

Another aspect that limits the coverage of crawlers is scalability. The size of the

Web is estimated in billions of indexed web pages, with the Power Law distribution

shown in Figure 1.2. Given these facts, a crawling operation may take days, or even

weeks, which means that some interesting niche pages in the long tail may not even

be reached, and the collected pages may not necessarily ensure information freshness.

Figure 1.2: Power law distribution of web pages

As for data extraction, the challenges consist in dealing with both the layout and

the content of the pages publishing the data. Some examples are:

• Optional attributes, which can be omitted altogether, or have a label present

with a null or default value

• Different ordering or placement of attributes for the same type of records in a

web site

6



1.4. Contribution

• Attributes with multiple values (e.g., several movie directors listed, or a price

listed in different currencies)

• Typographical errors and value inconsistencies

• Support of JavaScript and HTML frames

• Errors in HTML code (e.g., missing closing tags)

• Need for domain experts input and/or human supervision in general

Figure 1.3 illustrates 2 pages displaying book information, with the value for the

short description attribute set to “Undefined” in one example (top), while

being empty in another (bottom), the Published optional attribute being omitted

on the bottom page, Categories having several values, and the placement of the

attributes remarkably different on the 2 pages. This is nonetheless the case of 2 pages

from the same web site. When data extraction is extended to cross-site techniques, it

becomes even more challenging.

Once the values are extracted from web pages, a data cleaning process is necessary

to resolve inconsistencies and overcome the heterogeneity of data before integrating

it into a unified structured schema. Challenges arise in truth discovery efforts and

detecting copiers, aligning attributes, filling missing values, etc.

Another important consideration is taking into account the constantly changing

nature of the data sources. Since web content is continuously growing and being

updated, changes in page layout can cause generated extraction rules to no longer

extract data correctly. Challenges reside in finding ways to define when an extraction

rule is “broken” and if it needs to be redefined, and also finding an acceptable trade-off

between the frequency of verification and repair and the frequency at which the data

sources are being modified.

We address in our current work some challenging aspects of crawling and data

extraction, while data integration and wrappers maintenance may be interesting ex-

tensions to consider for future work.

1.4 Contribution

Motivated by the challenges raised in the Web information retrieval field, we present

in this work 2 complementary approaches that aim to improve efficiency in locating

relevant pages in large data-intensive web sites and performing data extraction on

these pages.

7



1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Optional attributes
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1.4. Contribution

In the first part, we propose a new methodology for a synergic specification of

crawling and wrapping tasks on large data-intensive web sites. Starting with the ob-

servation that this type of web sites usually contains several categories along different

verticals, with each category listing many hundreds or thousands of entity pages in

that vertical domain, it is clearly important to be able to reach the entity pages of

interest for data extraction without having to crawl the entire web site.

This is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where a cars web site hierarchy shows how a

user can browse from the home page to various pages listing car by brand, and then

from a list page can click on any of the car links to get to the car detail page. The

hierarchy also shows that from the same home page, there are links to other categories

like car news, videos, or upcoming shows, etc., which are not interesting for the data

extraction task.

Figure 1.4: Large web site hierarchy

In order to crawl only the relevant subset of pages, our approach derives a model

for the web site on the intensional, extensional, and constructional levels. This model

describes the topological structures of the site’s navigational paths as well as the inner

structures of the HTML pages. Deriving this web site model is facilitated by exploiting

structural and content redundancy present in large web sites. Moreover, the approach

tackles the two problems of crawling and wrapping concurrently during inference

and even during execution, such that data extraction takes place while the crawler

is collecting pages at the different levels of the derived web site structure. With the

system operation based on tracking and learning from the browsing activity of the

non-expert user, that user is not required to spend any effort on crawler or wrapper

specification tasks.

During its operation, the system also collects valuable content from the web site

9



1. INTRODUCTION

and information about the domain of interest itself. In the second part of this work, we

take advantage of this gathered knowledge and highlight the existence of information

redundancy among entities on the Web, to introduce an efficient technique that finds

other large data-intensive web sites offering pages on the entity of interest. The newly

discovered entity pages can then be downloaded to extract instance data on them and

extend, enrich, or validate the data already collected from the training site.

Figure 1.5: Information overlapping in car instances

To give an example of information redundancy, Figure 1.5 shows 4 excerpts of

semi-structured entity pages for the same BMW instance of the Car entity, coming

from 4 different web sites. Our approach aims to start with instances from one web site

and discover unseen similar web sources, with a targeted search and filter operation

based on the large amount of overlap on the Web among sources in the same vertical

domain. This task is fully automatic and can be executed independently of the web

10



1.5. Thesis Outline

site on which the inference was performed. In fact, we propose to generate specific

queries that are sent to a search engine and perform a redundancy detection analysis

on the returned results. The identification and incorporation of data-intensive pages

pertaining to the same domain is then made possible by a semantic, syntactic, and

structural evaluation of web pages collected from the filtered search results.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This document is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 gives a wide overview of the state-of-the-art in Web information re-

trieval regarding various techniques for crawling and information extraction and inte-

gration.

In Chapter 3, we present our synergic crawling and data extraction approach for

large semi-structured web sites. This approach exploits content and structural redun-

dancy within a web site to guide and enhance the inference process.

We rely on the domain knowledge collected during this process to introduce in

Chapter 4 a vertical domain explorer that can expand the gathered information by

discovering new similar web sources based on entity redundancy across web sites.

Finally, a chapter on conclusions and future work concludes this document and

presents some potential research directions to explore.

11





Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Web Information Extraction

The field of Web data extraction and integration has been an active research area in

recent years. From the improvements to search engines, to vertical search tools, to

truth discovery efforts, the potential benefits targeted by researchers are many. How-

ever, given the massive amount of data that exists on the Web, the unstructured and

imprecise nature of a sizeable portion of this data, and the fact that structured data

mainly resides hidden behind web forms, various challenges stand before effectively

extracting relevant data that the user is trying to find.

From a general perspective, posing rich queries over structured data sources re-

quires combining and re-purposing the large amount of structured data on the Web.

However, the challenges remain in locating relevant data sources, cleaning and ex-

tracting the relational data from the adjacent HTML, as well as capturing data se-

mantics and implicit pertinent information from the surrounding text. In many cases,

defining and maintaining a global integrated schema is not feasible because of the con-

tinuously changing nature of this large number of sources. On the other hand, since

specialized search engines limit the query expressiveness with the use of keywords,

other alternatives are needed.

More specifically, on the web data extraction topic, wrapping is a crucial step

for accessing data sources on the Web, as it translates textual HTML back into a

relation form to deliver effective query responses. Minimizing error in this step is

strongly desired. In addition, attribute labels are useful for deriving correspondences

among elements in different forms. Therefore, automatically extracting labels with

high accuracy is important for information retrieval and integration techniques such

as hidden web crawlers and metasearchers.

Accessing Deep Web content has its own special considerations. Different ap-

proaches tackle the fact that Web crawlers used by search engines usually lack the

13



2. STATE OF THE ART

ability of performing form submissions to access content behind HTML forms. They

aim at locating forms and surfacing Deep-Web content, since this content represents

a substantial part of the structured data on the Web and is thus important for search

engine coverage

After extracting the data, the challenge rises in the integration part where finding

large scale methods to identify and integrate fresh data from data-rich pages is needed.

Combining data comes useful for users who want to find information in alternative

or comparative sites. Moreover, the observation of redundancy among web pages is

another motivation for the development of scalable techniques enabling search en-

gines to extract and integrate structured or semi-structured data from large sets of web

sources.

Extraction rules maintenance is another task to be considered, as it is important to

make sure that wrappers are functional over time with the modifications and updates

continuoustly brought to web pages.

In addition, it is worth noting that it is not uncommon for various web sites to pro-

vide conflicting data. With web data being imprecise, characterizing its uncertainty

becomes an important step for data integration. Resolving data conflicts and discov-

ering true values have thus become areas of interest in the context of information

retrieval.

In this chapter, we introduce some research works addressing these various prob-

lems related to Web data extraction.

2.2 Crawling Web Sources

Millions of users, each with different needs, access the Web continuously and pose

millions of search queries. Standard search engines need to find the relevant informa-

tion among the billions of web pages available online. These search engines rely on

crawlers or spiders to find and download web pages that are then indexed and used to

answer queries. A few works [CMM05, KLHC04, LNL04] have addressed the auto-

matic discovery of content pages by finding paths to all generic content pages within

a web site. The work by [VdSdMC06] uses URL patterns to specify crawlers and

adopts a breadth-first strategy to compare the site’s pages DOM trees with a provided

sample page. Scalability is a known challenge for these processes and therefore, the

collected pages may suffer from a relative low coverage given the size of the Web and

may not necessarily ensure information freshness.

14



2.3. Wrapper Generation

Topical Crawlers

Rather than attempting to crawl all possible documents in an attempt to answer all

possible queries, focused crawlers have emerged to restrict the set of pages collected

by introducing some constraints. Only pages satisfying specific properties are down-

loaded by the crawler. These properties can range from predicates applied to pages

URL before downloading them, to properties pertaining to the topic of the page con-

tent.

[CVdBD99] addresses focused crawlers and establishes how they analyze the

crawl boundary to prioritize and follow relevant link paths on the Web and avoid

crawling sections of the Web that are of little or no relevance to the crawl objectives.

This results in optimizing the collection and indexing of documents, which translates

into hardware and network resource savings, as well as a greater possibility to keep

the crawl up-to-date. They also describe how the evaluation of pages can be achieved

with a semi-supervised classifier that learns relevance and popularity by example.

Similarly, [Cha02] highlight the same difficulties for building domain-specific

search engines and propose to predict whether a URL points to a relevant Web page

to avoid downloading those that are irrelevant or low-quality. With a neural network

model they compute a score for prioritizing URL downloads and estimating the rel-

evance of a page. Features such as the domain relatedness of terms appearing in the

page title and content, in addition to incoming and outgoing link analysis, are used by

the classifier for web page filtering.

In a more recent work, [PS11] suggest to improve the performance of focused

web crawling by implementing a document parser that analyzes the structure of the

HTML DOM tree of the downloaded documents. The parser relies on the occurrence

of specified tags to determine the priority of further downloads and then communicates

its results to the download scheduler that fetches the pages from the Web.

2.3 Wrapper Generation

Extracting information with clear structure and semantics is of great interest to search

and commercial engines in their quest to respond to user needs with more specific

and relevant data. Because of nature of the content published on the Web, the quest

for structure and semantics from this content is mostly performed by external agents,

without the active involvement of the web sites. For that, selecting and retrieving the

information of interest is needed once the web sources containing these information

are collected. To this end, wrapper generation techniques have gained a lot of atten-

tion in research. A web wrapper is mainly a program that extracts content embedded

15
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in the HTML of a web source and delivers it in a structured format that is more adapt

for machine processing. Wrappers are generated for each different web source, such

that they represent a mapping between the data source and a structured data reposi-

tory, to populate the repository with the implicit objects contained in the data source

[LRNdST02].

Several classification schemes exist for web data extraction approaches [FDMFB12,

CKGS06, FMM+04, LRNdST02, Eik99]. We discuss some examples here according

to their degree of automation. In fact, these information extraction tools require the

creation of extraction rules, which is performed either by manual, semi-automatic, or

fully automated approaches. While manual approaches favor higher precision, semi-

automatic and fully automatic approaches aim to improve effectiveness and minimiz-

ing user effort by learning from web site structure and content.

Manual Wrapper Generation

The first category of wrappers is based on manual specification of extraction rules.

An expert user can use programming languages to create extraction rules, which are

commonly expressed as XPath or regular expressions. To facilitate the expert’s task,

[SA99] implement a Java toolkit with a graphical interface to support the manual

creation of wrappers. Manually tailored wrappers generally offer high precision but do

not scale well for large data extraction efforts, due to the required effort and expertise.

Semi-Automatic Approaches

In order to overcome the technical challenges of manual wrapper generation, many

semi-automatic approaches have been developed. They aim to reduce user interven-

tions, but the process remains mostly template and web site dependent and requires

annotated training pages. Essentially, extraction rules are inferred automatically by

the system, while the user’s role is to supervise by providing examples or revising

patterns on the browser-rendered content, instead of working directly on the HTML

of the page. Some of the early works include [Kus97, Sod99, Kus00] introduce ma-

chine learning techniques for wrapper induction on a sample set of pages, to ensure

larger scalability to different web sources and better noise tolerance. They evaluate

the efficiency of different classes of wrappers with different levels of expressiveness.

However, one of the main bottlenecks to address in supervised learning is the

selection of which documents to label. To resolve this, various active learning se-

lection strategies have been proposed and evaluated in different extraction settings

[FK03, SC08, RC11, LC06]. An extensive survey is presented in [Set10]. [MMK03]

introduce multi-view learners, where they combine results from disjoint sets of fea-
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tures, categorized as strong views or weak views. Strong views are specific to the

target concept and are considered sufficient for learning, while weak views bring ad-

ditional but more general information. An agressive co-testing algorithm evaluates the

results from the rules learned in each view, then applies an active learning approach

to query the user on the unlabeled example where the rules disagree. [IS06] propose

a training interface backed by an active learning framework to increase the accuracy

and robustness of wrappers that extract data records on listing pages. Through this in-

terface, the user supplies the definition of attributes of interest and provides a training

tuple. With a powerful extraction language that captures various predicates related to

the HTML elements, along with a ranking algorithm, the system is able to infer wrap-

pers based on the one or two provided examples and the set of unlabeled verification

pages.

Moving from a web site-centered to a wider domain-centered view, [CCZ07] note

that an average of 64% to 75% of attributes are overlapping between two sources from

the same domain. With the fact that a field may be hard to extract in one source but

obvious in another, they propose a system, Turbo wrapper, which is a collaborative

wrapping tool where multiple sources collaborate to mutually correct their extraction

errors. The authors consider that each source adopts a submodel of the global domain

schema, so each wrapper for a given source attempts to decode this source model and

return an output to be used by other wrappers to reinforce the wrapping. Such ap-

proach has been generalized to deal with a larger number of sources on Web scale and

automatically discover attributes for data extraction, as discussed in Section 2.5.

Furthermore, some more ambitious efforts address wrapper generation for infor-

mation extraction on a web scale. [DKS11] present an algorithm that targets noise-

tolerant data extraction. Instead of human labeling, they use compiled dictionaries

for specific domains to annotate pages, and remedy for the possible noisy annotations

with domain-specific knowledge and probabilistic and ranking models. [GMM+11]

also implement a web scale data extraction system. They applies clustering techniques

on detail entity pages according to template similarity, and rely on several user inputs

for annotation and rule learning for the structurally diverse sample pages.

For all these supervised methods, interaction with the user mainly increasing

wrappers reliability. The time and number of examples required for learning are com-

mon indicators for a wrapper’s efficiency, in addition to running complexity and site

coverage.
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Automatic Approaches

Although a great improvement over manual wrapper generation, semi-automatic ap-

proaches still require human effort and labeled training sets. On the other hand, auto-

mated systems have emerged to perform data extraction from unseen pages, without

the need for human labeling or wrapper specification. The most renowned in the state-

of-the-art are RoadRunner, ExAlg, and FiVaTech [CM08, CM06, CMM+01, AGM03,

KC10, CHL03]. These systems target a formal definition and unsupervised derivation

of web pages template. By identifying the page schema components and patterns,

they are able to express complex extraction rules that can deal with flat records as

well as semi-structured data listed in nested format. In [ZSWW07], template de-

tection is combined with wrapper generation by applying a wrapper-oriented page

templates clustering, in order to optimize results accuracy. Even though these systems

improve the level of automation, they still present some limitations. For example, they

may require considerable preprocessing of the pages HTML, and they make certain

assumptions about the structure of the pages. They also lack the semantics of the ex-

tracted data and thus are not able to distinguish relevant from irrelevant data. Due to

the insufficient accuracy and possible incorrect extraction of noisy data, they require

a post-processing step for data cleaning.

Comparing Wrappers Performance

As an ending note, wrappers in their different implementations are commonly eval-

uated for expressiveness and adaptability to a multitude of web pages, in addition

to robustness over changing layouts and scalability. However, comparing different

wrapping techniques in the literature remains a real challenge, mainly because of the

differences in the adopted techniques and the lack of a common evaluation test stan-

dard.

2.4 Wrapper Maintenance

Generating wrappers that extract data with high accuracy on a set of sample pages or

on all pages of a web site is only an intermediate step in the information retrieval pro-

cess. In fact, web content is continuously growing and being updated, and very often,

changes in page layout can cause wrappers’ extraction rules to no longer extract data

correctly. This motivates monitoring the sources and conducting wrapper verification

on regular intervals to specify pages or data features that change and determine if the

wrapper is failing [LK09]. The validity or failure of a wrapper on a given web site

is usually deduced based on statistical estimations conducted on the extracted data,
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and can possibly be enforced by the definition of patterns and integrity constraints on

the extracted attributes. A detected failure prompts a wrapper repairing task, which,

just like wrapper generation, can range from manual, to semi-automatic, to fully au-

tomated. The faster wrapper systems can find differences between two versions of a

web page and adapt automatically to the modifications, the more robust and reliable

the data extraction is considered. While some approaches for wrapper repair rely on

aligning structural and content data between the page used to define the wrapper and

the new version that caused it to fail, most other approaches tend to apply learning

algorithms.

Examples of schema-guided wrapper maintenance are [MHL03] that rely on more

stable components like syntactic patterns, annotations, and hyperlinks to recognize

data items on changed pages, and [FB11] that propose a DOM tree matching algo-

rithm to align HTML elements and attribute values for wrapper reinduction.

On the other hand, learning approaches use the values and features of the train-

ing examples from the wrapper generation phase to identify the location of the values

of interest on the new modified page layout and fix the wrappers accordingly. For

[LLD10], past data can serve to train a classifier based on features such as extracted

value content, length, data type, pattern, and attributed label. The trained classifier is

then used to identify the region of extraction and the element of interest on the new

page, for which new wrappers are generated. [CRB06] note that wrapper maintenance

costs are far superior to the creation cost for a content integrator solution in a com-

mercial context, and propose to automate wrapper maintenance to reduce the costs by

considering content and context features to characterize the labeled tokens in a page.

By including preceding and succeeding tokens, in addition to syntactic and semantic

features, their classifier tries to automatically relabel the new page content. Based on

the outcome of the operation, wrappers can be repaired or reinferred from scratch.

In a similar way, [LMK03] describe their machine learning algorithm that exploits

available structural information, augmented with content-based patterns. In fact, the

algorithm finds statistically significant patterns in the extracted tokens of positive ex-

amples and creates a word-level type hierarchy tree. This is later used to classify

extracted data in the wrapper verification step, along with the density distribution of

detected data types. When comparison results do not match expected patterns, the

page template is learned again and automatic labeling is used for wrapper reinduction.

Although automatic wrapper repairing can reduce considerably the number of hu-

man interventions, nontheless, identifying false positives in the verification results and

initiating a reinference of the wrappers for a modified web site remain generally the

wrapper designer’s task.
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2.5 Scalable Automatic Approaches for Attribute Discovery

The many automatic approaches proposed for web data extraction have as a main

goal scalability to the huge number of semi-structured sources on the Web. These ap-

proaches attempt to discover data fields on the pages with little or no manually labeled

training pages, mostly by confronting different data-intensive web sites and different

entity pages within these web sites. They generally start with the hypothesis that there

exists a domain model and that attributes in data-intensive sources belonging to the

same domain are shared or complementary. Therefore, some target extracting pre-

selected attributes, while others aim to discover entity attributes dynamically within

and across web sites. Essentially, in order to scale to the size of the Web and ex-

tract data on any page from a given vertical, a system needs to eliminate the need

for human intervention. This is confronted with many challenges when dealing with

unseen pages, such as the variations encountered among values of the same attribute

due to differences in formats, or using abbreviations, for example. Moreover, there

is the variation in layouts even with the same web site general template, and more

importantly that among pages from different web sites. A page layout is a work of

creativity in rendering information that is addressed to the human cognitive capabili-

ties. Therefore, an automated system needs to learn the existence of these variations

and implement a way to handle them. Yet another challenge is noisy content published

on the Web. This requires techniques for truth detection and data cleaning, which we

discuss in Section 2.7.

Among the automated approaches developed in recent years, [CS08] propose to

use training data from a combination of various web sites, to extend the extraction of

entity records to new web sites, without human supervision. Their approach aims to

learn an extraction model for entity pages with semi-structured data in a given domain,

but specifies the domain attributes of interest in advance during the manual labeling

phase of the training examples.

[HCPZ11] later build on this model to introduce a solution that takes one labeled

example site and is able to extract data from unseen sites in the same vertical. For

their system to learn patterns and overcome the variations among pages, they propose

to use weak but general learning features about content, context, and layout, to learn

vertical knowledge from the seed site. They then apply this knowledge to a given new

site to identify attribute values on its pages. Site-level statistics and constraints are

used to refine the results. Unlike the approaches that are based on deducing the page

template and exploiting DOM tree representations, their approach is more aware of

the semantics of the vertical domain through the extraction of its related attributes.

However, they still rely on hand-crafted regular expressions to tag attribute values on
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the seed site.

On the other hand, [SWL+12] propose a framework for automatically discovering

attributes and extracting their values on unseen pages in a vertical domain, without any

manual labels. Their approach consists in progressively learning what they describe

as “credible” attributes from structural, inner-site, and cross-site features taken from

a number of pages in enormous web sites. Using the attributes they identified, they

proceed to items discovery and extraction on the pages, where items consist of actual

attribute-value pairs. With a set of attribute values assumed available, the new values

discovered are integrated into the final results only if they appear in high frequency in

the existing lexicon. Operating without human intervention, their approach is dynamic

and effective and prove to even detect unseen attributes in most vertical domains. It

still has some limitations mainly concerning the pre-determined attribute label and

value positions, and it lacks the ability to classify relevant pages before processing

them.

Finally, it is worth noting that text segmentation techniques have also gained inter-

est in data extraction research [COdS+11, CdSGdM10, ZMR08]. These approaches

aim mainly to convert implicitly semi-structured information displayed as continuous

text possibly without any delimiters, into structured records. This has been applied for

instance to listings of postal addresses, recipes, bibliographic citations, etc. While hu-

man training is not necessarily required, these approaches exploit pre-existing domain

data to associate the identified segments in the analyzed string with domain attributes,

by using learning techniques (CRFs), or by applying matching strategies. Combined

with the existent content knowledge, they mainly rely on structural features like posi-

tioning and sequencing of attribute values to extract data records.

2.6 Surfacing the Deep Web

One of the shortcomings of web crawlers used by search engines is that they usually

lack the ability of accessing content behind HTML forms, as they usually lack the

ability to perform form submissions. Nonetheless, web content lying in structured

and unstructured sources and accessible only through query forms is estimated to

be several orders of magnitude larger than the surface pages crawled and indexed by

search engines. This hidden web content is referred to as the Deep Web, and is usually

revealed by dynamically retrieving content from a database and filling it in a template

structure to be rendered in the browser. Since this content represents such a substantial

part of the data on the Web and is thus important for search engines coverage, various

efforts have been presented to make it more accessible.

The approaches in [MKK+08] and [MAAH09] for surfacing deep-web content
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are based on a system that precomputes submissions for HTML forms and adds the

resulting HTML pages to a search engine index. To index content behind HTML

forms in an automatic, scalable, and efficient way, it is required to select input values

for text search inputs in web forms and identify inputs that accept only values of

a specific type. In order to efficiently navigate the search space of possible inputs

to identify those that generate relevant URLs, implementing mediator forms for each

domain with semantic mappings is costly and does not scale. Therefore, they highlight

the following requirements for surfacing:

• keep the approach fully automatic with no site-specific scripting

• decide which inputs to fill

• find appropriate values for these inputs

Based on these points, the authors’ contribution consists in developing an infor-

mativeness test to evaluate and select query templates, an algorithm to identify input

combinations that generate fewer URLs and higher coverage, and an algorithm for

predicting appropriate values for text boxes. Their aim is to maximizing the coverage

of the underlying database, that is, the number of records retrieved, with a bounded

number of form submissions. They distinguish between selection inputs and presen-

tation inputs that can be present on the forms. Some inputs are binding and they are

the ones of interest, since by their different values multiple form submissions are gen-

erated. The rest are referred to as free inputs. For generating query input values, seeds

are selected from words on the form page and restrictions are dynamically applied on

the maximum number of keywords for a text box. From the returned results, they iden-

tify input combinations that generate informative content and add the corresponding

URLs to the search engine index.

Another approach to crawl the Hidden Web has been proposed by [RGM00, RGM01].

The architectural model for their crawler, named HiWE for Hidden Web Exposer, tar-

gets pages that contain web forms. Assisted by some initial user’s input, it addresses

resource discovery and content extraction from the Deep Web for a specific task in

a particular domain. To do that, the system derives an internal representation of the

form to which queries are to be submitted. It assumes an existing database rich with

content relevant to the task or domain. The content of this database is used to formu-

late the queries, after the detected elements on the form are matched to the database

attributes. Then a response analysis module evaluates the pages resulting from the

form submissions to distinguish pages containing search results to be kept, from those

containing error messages to be discarded.
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To locate pages containing web forms that can be exploited for Deep Web ex-

ploration, [BF07] propose novel focused crawling strategies that retrieve entry points

to hidden-Web sources. Their crawler applies learning techniques to automatically

adapt and improve its link exploration process. This is followed by an evaluation and

filterning mechanism that controls the relevance of the found forms to the vertical do-

main of interest. To expose the database content behind these forms, the authors pro-

pose keyword-based interfaces to issue crawling queries [BF10], and build a deep-web

search engine, DeepPeep, which has gained worldwide interest [BNN+10, BNN+09].

To facilitate information retrieval from the Deep Web and integration techniques,

the problem of automatically identifying and extracting form labels has gained impor-

tance in research. This problem poses several challenges: first, labels can be placed in

different positions with respect to form elements; also, in dynamic forms, content and

layout can change based on user selections; finally, one label can be associated with

many form elements, or it can be placed outside the form tags in HTML.

While previous approaches relied on manually specified label extraction rules or

heuristics, the work in [NNF08] introduces a technique that uses a learning classifier,

with a reconciliation step to boost extraction accuracy. The authors present a hierar-

chical framework that extracts information from HTML and visual layout. Given a set

of web forms with labels appropriately identified, their classifier learns the patterns for

label placement. A training phase consists of a manually derived set of label-element

mapping, with a first classifier (Naïve Bayes) and a second classifier (Decision Tree).

A following extraction phase uses a pruning selector and a mapping selector to identify

correct and incorrect matches, then applies a mapping reconciliation step on elements

with multiple or no labels. When generating candidate mappings, a proximity-based

heuristic is applied between an element and textual labels in its vicinity. To iden-

tify correct mappings, various learning techniques are evaluated, relying on different

features such as element type, font, alignment, distance, etc. Recall, precision, and

F-measure scores for each techniques are reported, proving the improvements they

bring over the state-of-the-art.

2.7 Information Integration

The Web can be viewed as a rich information repository where users go not only to

find but also to publish data. For this data to be machine-readable, it is collected

from online sources and stored into structured format. After that, given its heteroge-

neous nature, an integration process is necessary to make it usable for effective query

answering and other automated tasks.

Data extraction efforts have been introduced in Section 2.1. In this section, we de-
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scribe some research achievements in the area of data integration, and highlight some

of the open challenges. Many efforts share the goal of constructing an entity aware

search engine on which it is possible to run precise queries, in contrast with existing

search engines that return relevant documents based mainly on keyword matching.

Best Effort Approaches

Some approaches propose best-effort integration, favoring automation, scalability, and

efficiency. [CC07], for example, propose a solution that addresses both how users

formulate queries and how the search engine returns result, based on large scale on-

the-fly integration of online data. This aims to provide the user with the most precise

information needed, instead of having to swift through documents in search for the

data. In their model, results returned from their search engine can consist of informa-

tion combined from multiple sources. Existing integration systems are mostly limited

to vertical domains as they rely on domain-specific wrappers to collect data. The

authors sustain that these systems are not capable of scaling to the expanding het-

erogeneous web sources and user needs. In response to these needs, they propose

an entity search system where the user can specify which entities she’s interested in

finding and possibly provide some context information to be matched as well. These

are provided as input to the entity search engine in the form of tokens, distinguishing

keywords, context information, patterns, and entity references with special identifiers.

Search results consist of the actual entities in addition to the supporting pages for fur-

ther references. These results can be found in any web corpus, assuming the sources

are tagged so that corresponding entities are extracted on them, coupled with a confi-

dence probability. This allows to return results with merely a best-effort matching on

their semantics and a probabilistic integration combined with a calculated likelihood

of their relevance, which is the basis for their ranking.

Another best-effort approach is proposed in [MFH10], to query and integrate

structured web sources on-the-fly. Arguing that, on one hand, defining and main-

taining a global integrated schema for structured sources is not feasible because of

scalability and the changing nature of content, structure, and number of pages, and

on the other hand, creating specialized search engines limits the query expressiveness

with the use of keywords, their solution introduces scalable best-effort algorithms for

handling large numbers of sources. A structured web search engine is built upon

web pages containing HTML tables, periodically gathered by a focused web crawler.

When a user writes an SQL query, a set of query rewritings is performed, applying

a best match to determine the correspondence of the requested attribute names with

colum names extracted from web pages. This approach also relies only on string
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similarities among column names to determine connections among different extracted

sources and combine their data into ranked result records. It can potentially be im-

proved by taking into account user feedback on the quality of query rewritings and

attempting to use both source metadata and contents to determine source compatibil-

ity.

[NFP+11] also introduce a system to support product search engines or shopping

verticals by extracting and integrating data at a web scale. In fact, their product syn-

thesis architecture consists mainly of two large functional components, the first for

offline learning and the second for offer processing at runtime. Relying on a product

catalog that they build from historical offers during the offline learning phase, they

create attribute-value pair correspondences from data in HTML tables on merchant

offer pages, specified for each pre-defined entity or real-world object represented in

the catalog. At runtime, schema reconciliation is applied to newly encountered prod-

uct offers to associate them with a pre-defined category and match the information on

the page to the schema attributes definition. When this is not possible, a new catalog

product is created and specified with its attribute associations. This is followed by a

value fusion mechanism that selects representative values for each attribute.

Matching to Domain Schema

In various works in the literature, it is noticed that data integration efforts assume that

there exists a domain schema listing the attributes for a given conceptual entity in that

domain. On one hand, some techniques address how to match data extracted on web

sources onto entity attributes when that schema is given or manually specified, such as

in the examples presented above. On the other hand, more general techniques attempt

to find matchings among data coming from heterogeneous sources, in order to deduce

the composition of the global domain model.

In this latter scope, the work of [CC08] introduces holistic schema matching for

finding the correspondence of the data fields among multiple sources. They address

combining data from query results to facilitate the task of users who want to obtain

information in alternative or comparative sites. An obtained integrated data source

would also be valuable for vertical search engines and other applications. Their solu-

tion matches multiple sources holistically to eliminate accumulated errors in pairwise

matching. Data fields are matched based on content similarity of their data labels

and values. With cross-source integration, they observe that some error matches or

mismatches can get recovered, assisted with domain constraints that are represented

as predicates with uncertainty. These domain constraints are themselves automati-

cally derived, therefore they are only reliable when many sources are observed to-
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gether. Because the model is based on matching entity instances, if more sources

are observed, the schema derived from the input data is believed to describe more ef-

fectively the whole domain. The algorithm they introduce, HoliMatch, applies then

an iterative optimization that alternates from matching to schema and from schema

to matching, to label elements with appropriate domain fields. It operates under the

consideration that, when a domain schema is given, the matching among a group of

fields can be derived, and vice versa. Their experiments that compare HoliMatch

with multiple-source matching strategies, such as clustering (ClustMatch), extended

pair wise matching (ChainMatch), and progressively adding sources (ProgMatch),

record satisfactory results and emphasize that a good extractor is important for schema

matching and overall data integration.

Similarly, [BBC+10a] and [BBC+10b] present their solution that exploits cross-

source redundancy of information in structured and semi-structured sources on the

Web to map their content onto a hidden conceptual relation for their vertical domain.

They combine data extraction and integration techniques, in an effort to exploit mutual

dependencies and benefits between the two activities for improving scalability and ac-

curacy of overall output results. Since redundancy can be observed among sources

listing instances of one domain entity both at the schema level (shared attributes) and

at the content level (instance attribute values), their approach attempts to apply un-

supervised schema matching on these sources without apriori knowledge about the

domain. Redundancies are exploited locally in evident regularities within the same

web site, and globally in overlapping data among different sources. In one phase

data is extracted using unsupervised wrappers, then in a second phase an original data

matching technique is applied to identify data mappings for extracted attributes. Re-

sults of data mapping are used in return to validate and improve the wrappers extrac-

tion rules. Because no labels are associated with extracted attributes, matching relies

on attribute values, together with the fact that non-identical attributes from the same

source have different semantics. With these constraints, a novel algorithm, SplitAnd-

Merge, is proposed for source integration. It proves to outperform a previous naive

matching approach where a matching score is associated with each attribute against

all the mappings derived for it.

Probabilistic Schema Matching

Even though a large amount of redundancy is detected in the content and schema

attributes across semi-structured web sites in the same vertical domain, these web

sites exhibit nevertheless an amount of inconsistencies not to be ignored. Therefore,

many studies have addressed the quality of extracted data, or proposed techniques
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for data cleaning and reconciliation. Furthermore, the concepts of uncertainty in data

integration and probabilistic schema mappings have been introduced in [DHY09],

which lead the way to other efforts in this direction.

One example that deals with conflicting data is [BCMP11]. They propose a Bayesian

model to evaluate the quality and uncertaintly of data extracted from the Web. In fact,

a probability distribution can be derived for the values published. Also, a probability

distribution can be used to estimate the accuracy of a data source, or the likelihood

of it providing correct values for an object. By taking into consideration factors such

as source accuracy, consensus over extracted values, and factoring in the detection

of copiers, they propose techniques with various complexity to estimate truth proba-

bilities in the data. Their study leads to the interesting observation that web ranking

models seem not to have any correlation with sampled source accuracy.

In a similar effort to resolve data conflicts and discover true values, the authors

in [DBES09] present an approach that considers dependence between data sources

and accuracy of sources. With the observation that when one source copies from an-

other, the two are likely to share some erroneous values that are not found on other

sources, they propose Bayes models that compute the probability of any two data

sources being dependent, and associate objects with a probability distribution for var-

ious possible values in the domain under study. With further probability analysis,

their algorithms are able to distinguish between independent sources and copiers, and

even separate good independent sources from bad ones, and benevolent from mali-

cious copiers. Tested both on synthetic and real-world data, the results of their models

can be regarded as a probabilistic database and prove to increase the accuracy of truth

discovery for data integration.

Comprehensive Solutions

Finally, some efforts have addressed comprehensive systems that put together tech-

niques for data extraction, data integration and cleaning, and also offer a search inter-

face to access this data.

The most renowned system in recent literature is OCTOPUS [CHK09] (along with

its predecessor OMNIVORE [Caf09]). It is a user-oriented comprehensive solution

that offers all the functionalities of integrating data extracted from web sources, to

searching the structured data repository, and even extend the existing data sets with

information found on the Web. Given an already extracted set of relations, a user

can then exploit the search functionality by providing keywords. The system returns

clusters of records, sorted by relevance to the query. Furthermore, the user has the

ability to refine the results by specifying a semantic context to limit the scope of the
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returned selection. Moreover, an extend option allows to complement a relation

with attributes joined from another extracted relation. Octopus offers some additional

features as well: selection, projection, column-add, column-split, and column-rename

operations are possible manual changes that the user can perform. The complete so-

lution is based on several possible algorithms for each functionality it implements,

offering tradeoffs between accuracy and computational overhead.

2.8 Entity Discovery

Going beyond raw data collection and integration, entity discovery has been a subject

of interest to many research groups in information extraction. These works aim either

to identify all possible entities and relationships when parsing a given document (de-

scribed as open or input-oriented information extraction), or to find all those entities

and relationships in any choice of sources, that are instances of a predefined set of

relations (closed or output-oriented information extraction). Various techniques have

been developed and applied to unstructured or semi-structured web sources, with a

variation in performance results.

For analyzing unstructured text inputs, statistical machine learning is combined

with natural language processing (NLP) techniques [YCB+07, ECD+04]. These in-

clude techniques such as Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging that identifies words’ gram-

matical role, and semantic role labeling (SRL) that maps parts of a sentence to the

logical role they represent, be it location, time, amount, seller, buyer, or other. The

main drawbacks are that PoS tagging relies on lexical dependency parsers that are

computationally expensive, whereas SRL lacks the training corpora needed to cover a

variety of domain-specific semantics.

In [WT10], the authors present a technique for knowledge harvesting from semi-

structured and natural-language online sources such as Wikipedia. Their goal is to

construct a comprehensive knowledge base of facts by extracting semantic classes,

mutual relations, and temporal contexts of named entities. With the constructed machine-

readable knowledge base, they aim to support expressive and precise querying and

enhance many applications, such as entity disambiguation, semantic search, natural

language question answering, machine translation, etc. In their work, they adopt

state-of-the-art achievements related to knowledge harvesting and they also present

the main problems and challenges still to be considered.

Harvesting entities/classes consists in collecting individual entities and associat-

ing them with classes organized in a hierarchy of superclasses and subclasses to build

a taxonomy. In their YAGO system [SKW07, SKW08] for example, this is achieved

by automatically discovering entities in Wikipedia and mapping them to one or mul-
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tiple predefined YAGO classes as Wikipedia classes are noisy, and using WordNet to

determine synonyms and head words in string expressions. The main challenges in

this case are dealing with category classes that are not clean and solving entity dis-

ambiguation. These challenges are partially addressed when the knowledge base is

rich with information and when other strings are available in the surrounding context.

Finding a way to automatically discover new entities as they appear on the Web in

order to enrich the knowledge base remains a subject for study however.

On the other hand, harvesting relational facts is achieved with various techniques.

• Rule-based fact gathering relies on wrappers when the web sources present

enough structure for learning. Extraction is then done by regular expressions

over the sources’ DOM trees. This can achieve high precision but there is room

for improvement in recall.

• Pattern-based fact gathering in free text applies text patterns and constraints

extracted from natural language to relate subjects and objects of certain verbal

phrases. For example, this allows to extract instanceOf, partOf, and causal

relationships from common syntactic patterns in the text. While obtaining high

recall is possible, this approach suffers from lower precision.

• Learning and reasoning methods apply consistency constraints by combining

first-order logic rules with probabilistic models. Moreover, type checking in

binary relations allows the verification of the hypotheses on the extracted facts.

Challenges in extracting relational facts consist first in scalability when filtering

relevant sources from non-relevant sources in rule-based approaches, and scalability

of the fact extraction in general, due to the fast growth of online content. In addition,

balancing hard constraints that have to be enforced and soft constraints that may be

violated by some instances is still an open research issue.

Finally, the authors present their additional contribution concerning temporal knowl-

edge, which aims to extract validity time of facts in time-dependent relations for a

time-aware knowledge base. However, due to the narrative nature of language, tem-

poral data extraction still requires a considerable consistency reasoning effort in post-

processing. Another challenge is that temporal knowledge lacks an efficient query

language to explore the collected information with predicates expressing duration,

overlap, and approximate intervals of time. The current limitations constitute a mo-

tivation for active research activities in the area of entity and relationship knowledge

harvesting.

In a different, more relaxed effort, [LDF11] adopt an approximate entity extrac-

tion approach. Starting with predefined entities in a dictionary, the approach analyzes
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documents to find all substrings that approximately match them. This aims to improve

recall, as exact matching achieves high precision but fails to deal with string typing

variations. Thus they present a unified framework that supports various string sim-

ilarity/dissimilarity functions, such as jaccard, cosine, dice, edit similarity, and edit

distance, to deal with typographical or spelling errors that would otherwise prevent

exact matching with dictionary entities. Based on the overlap between a string in the

document and a dictionary entry, the two are considered similar or not. Their ap-

proach, which also uses shared computation on overlapping substrings, and pruning

techniques on unnecessary candidate pairs in the document, achieves high perfor-

mance results on real datasets.

More recently, an interesting initiative has been presented in [FGS12, FGG+12]

towards a fully automatic entity recognition in vertical domains. By relying on an

extensive domain knowledge, they propose the DIADEM engine that is able to ex-

plore, identify, and analyze form fields, query results, and entity detail pages. Their

system navigates a web site and extract objects listed in it, without human supervi-

sion. The key to identifying objects and their attributes in a first phase is knowing the

entities and relations in the given domain, in addition to their phenomenology (how

they occur on the web site). In a second phase, domain constraints in form of logical

rules are applied for reasoning on the extracted knowledge. Essentially, they trade-off

the web-scale scope and limit their work to specific well-described domains in order

to guarantee higher accuracy and automation. The data extraction results from their

initial prototype seem promising.

2.9 Semantic Annotation

Another technique for unsupervised information extraction is using semantic annota-

tion. These methods rely mostly on manual or automatic annotations using either Mi-

croformats, Microdata, or RDFa. [HFV+11], for example, propose to automatically

find reviews, identify review attributes, and annotate them using Google’s RDFa vo-

cabulary, by applying a combination of text statistics, named entity recognition (NER)

techniques, and regular expression patterns.

On the other hand, [EMS10] apply token classification scores along with tag con-

fidence scores in various active-learning strategies for sentence-specific annotations

using a pre-specified tagset.
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2.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, we gave an overview of some main achievements in the field of Web

information retrieval. In particular, state-of-the-art systems and approaches were pre-

sented to illustrate how the problems of crawling, wrapper generation and mainte-

nance, scaling to the Web and the Deep Web, and data integration are addressed.

In addition, some techniques that exploit semantics to extract information were also

summarized. In the remainder of this document, we present our contribution related

to crawler and wrapper generation and the methodology adopted to locate data-rich

web sources describing domain entities in large web sites.
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Chapter 3

Synergic Crawling and Data
Extraction

Large data-intensive web sites contain information of interest to search engines, web

applications, and various online service providers. These sites often present struc-

tural regularities, embedding content into predefined HTML templates using scripts.

Regularities are also apparent at the topological level, with similar navigational paths

connecting the pages obeying to a common template. In this work, we extend the work

introduced in [BCM08], to address two related issues for capturing useful information

from structured large web sites: first, the pages containing the information of interest

need to be downloaded; second, the structured content needs to be extracted by web

wrappers, i.e., software modules that collect page content and reorganize it in a format

more suitable for automatic processing than HTML.

In general, crawlers and wrappers generation have been studied separately in the

literature. Numerous tools exist for generating wrappers, with different levels of au-

tomation. They usually aim at extracting information from semi-structured data or

text, and they use to that effect scripts or rule-based wrappers that rely on the structure

or format of the source HTML. In some cases, data extraction is based on ontologies

or NLP techniques [SWL09, YCB+07, ECD+04]. Concerning the level of automa-

tion, hand-coded wrappers require a human expert, which becomes a cumbersome

task for data extraction on large data-intensive web sites. Fully automatic wrappers

have also been implemented [BCM08, ZL06], but they necessitate considerable data

post-processing and may suffer from lower accuracy. In semi-automatic wrapping,

the main focus has been on learning approaches that take several positive and negative

labeled examples as input.

Various tools also exist to crawl web pages and entire web sites. Popular tech-

niques start with seed URLs and either search on the pages for hyperlinks match-

ing certain patterns, or consider all encountered hyperlinks and then apply selection
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and revisit techniques for downloading target pages based on content or link struc-

ture [CVdBD99, JSHA06]. For deep Web crawling, some work has been proposed to

obtain and index URLs resulting from different form submissions, e.g., [MKK+08].

However, the production of crawlers for structured web sites remains a subject with

large room for improvement.

When it comes to large web data-intensive sites, it is commonly useful to extract

data from a subset of the pages, in general pertaining to vertical domains. For exam-

ple, in a finance web site, one may be interested in extracting company information

such as shares, earnings, etc. In this case, there is no need to download all the site’s

pages about market news, industry statistics, currencies, etc. Thus we propose a new

approach in which the two problems of crawling and wrapping are tackled concur-

rently, where the user indicates the attributes of interest while making one browsing

pass through the site hierarchy. The specifications are created in the same contextual

inference run. Moreover, the execution of the wrappers takes place while the crawler

is collecting pages at the different levels of the derived web site structure. The mutual

benefits are manifested as the produced simple wrappers extract the specific links fol-

lowed by the crawling programs, and the crawlers are in turn used to obtain sample

pages targetted for inferring other wrappers. We have developed a working system

that offers these capabilities to non-expert users. It is based on an active-learning in-

ference engine that takes a single initial positive example and a restricted training set

of web pages. This active learning engine runs an internal evaluation on the extraction

performance, using the knowledge acquired from the available sample set. It applies

uncertainty sampling techniques to select query pages to propose to the user for feed-

back and refine the output. In this context, we also define the Sampling Problem, a

problem often undervalued in the literature, which arises when the training sample set

is biased. We show how it is mitigated by our approach when collecting a representa-

tive training set for the inference process.

Throughout this chapter, we consider an example web site that offers financial

information on companies. We are interested in extracting from company pages data

about stock quotes that is accessible in two different navigation sequences in the site

topology: first, the home page displays companies’ initials as links. Clicking on a

letter leads to a listing of all the companies with this given initial. Each company

name in turn links to a page containing the data to extract. Second, by filling and

submitting a form on the home page, one reaches index pages grouping the companies

by financial sector. Index pages are paginated, and by following the links provided in

each paginated result list, the target company pages can be finally reached. We refer

to this example while presenting our web site abstract model, on which we build the
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interleaved crawling and wrapping definitions.

The rest of this chapter presents first our web site abstract model on which we

build the interleaved crawling and wrapping definitions (Section 3.1), then our crawl-

ing algorithm (Section 3.2), the extraction rule classes defined for various types of

wrappers (Section 3.3), the wrapper and assertion constructs that enhance our syner-

gic crawling and wrapping tasks (Section 3.4), and a formalization of the sampling

problem with a our proposed approach to collect a sample set (Section 3.5).

3.1 An Abstract Model for Describing Large Web Sites

To access data from data-intensive web sites, we aim to reach these data on pages

collected by a crawler using wrappers tailored to the user’s information needs. We

note that large web sites are composed of hundreds of pages that can generally be

grouped in few categories, such that pages of the same category share a common

HTML template and differ in contents. These sites also exhibit topological regularities

in the navigational paths that link the pages and page categories. By capturing these

regularities, we describe large web sites with an abstract model of three interrelated

levels: the intensional, extensional, and constructional levels.

Intensional Level Description

Our intensional model defines two main constructs for building schemes: the Page-

Class construct describes a set of similar pages of the same category, while the Request-

Class construct models a set of homogeneous requests (GET or POST) to navigate

from the pages of one Page-Class to those of a consecutive Page-Class. In our model,

Request-Classes are typed, in the sense that each Request-Class specifies the Page-

Class that it leads to.

The above concepts are illustrated in the graph of Figure 3.1: for our example

site, the home page can be modeled by a singleton Page-Class Home from which

depart two Request-Classes, ByInitial and BySector, leading to two Page-Classes,

IndexByInitial and Sector. IndexByInitial models the index pages grouping com-

panies by initials while Sector describes index pages grouping companies by financial

sector.

Both Page-Classes, by means of Request-Classes Overview and Composition re-

spectively, lead to the last Page-Class Company whose pages contain detailed infor-

mation about companies, one company on each page. In particular, Request-Class

Next models the link leading to another page instance of the same Page-Class Sector.
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	   Figure 3.1: Intensional model example.

Extensional Level Description

An extensional listing of a Page-Class is a set of pages called Page-Class support that:

(i) obey to a common HTML template and hence have similar structure; (ii) are about

a common topic (each page represents a different instance of the same conceptual

entity); (iii) are reachable by similar navigational paths, that is, by crossing pages that

also correspond to predefined Page-Classes. Similarly, the extensional definition of a

Request-Class is a set of requests called Request-Class support that: (i) lead to page

instances of the same Page-Class; (ii) can be generated by clicking on comparable

links or by different submissions of the same web form.

The two intensional constructs can be used together to build complex schemes,

and to each scheme an extensional counterpart can be associated. That is, a scheme

instance can be obtained by arranging the supports of every Page-Class and Request-

Class involved into a graph that reflects the logical organization of the modeled site,

where nodes represent page instances of a Page-Class in the scheme, while edges

represent request instances of a Request-Class. We call an instance empty whenever

every Page-Class (and hence every Request-Class) has empty support. An extensional

graph for our example is partially shown in Figure 3.2.

Constructional Level Description

The constructional level in our model bridges the intensional and extensional descrip-

tions by providing all the operative details needed to build the schema instances. Con-

structional elements are in fact the information that the system needs to start from the

entry page, determine the possible navigational paths to follow, proceed to subsequent

pages, and extract the attributes of interest to the user. These elements consist of:

(i) for the entry Page-Class, the set E = {e1, . . . , en} of addresses of the pages in

its support (typically the URL e of the page is sufficient); (ii) for each Request-Class
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Figure 3.2: Extensional model example.

r, a function err that builds its support, given a page instance of the Page-Class from

which it departs. We call this function an extraction rule since it extracts requests

from pages, e.g., the initials hyperlinks on the home page. Two other constructional

elements, assertion and wrapper, are added to our model in order to enhance the

Page-Class constructs. They are detailed in Section 3.4.

3.2 Crawling Algorithm

Having defined our abstract model and how to build its instances, we explain how

the crawler operates in this context. We first formalize the definition of navigational

path, a main component for our crawling algorithm. On the intensional level, a navi-

gational path N = (P0 · r10 · P1 · r21 · . . . · rhh−1 · Ph) is a sequence of Page-Classes

and Request-Classes such that each Request-Class rk+1
k is outgoing from Page-Class

Pk and ingoing to Page-Class Pk+1, k = 1..h− 1. It essentially corresponds to a

path in the graph associated with the scheme. For our purposes, the interesting nav-

igational paths start from an entry Page-Class (Home, in our example) and reach a

target Page-Class containing the relevant data (Company). On the extensional level,

the navigational path consists of navigational trees, where each tree is rooted at one

entry page of the site and its descendants represent the pages visited by following the

various requests in the support of the Request-Classes traversed.

A generalization of the user’s sample browsing activity derives the navigational

path definition as a sequence of constructional Page-Class and Request-Class ele-
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ments. The crawler then finds all the navigational tree instances of this given path

in the web site, in order to eventually download -strictly- all the pertaining pages.

Algorithm 1: Crawling algorithm based on the abstract model for large web
sites

Input : A navigational path N = (P0 · r10 · P1 · r21 · . . . · rhh−1 · Ph);
addresses E = {e1, . . . , en} of P0’s pages;
a set of extraction rules
{err

k+1
k |k = 0, . . . , h− 1}

Output: The navigational trees T instances of N .

Let T = {t1, . . . , tn} be an empty instance of N ;
foreach ei ∈ E do

add the page with address ei as root of ti;

for k = 0 to h− 1 do
foreach page p ∈ supportti(Pk) do

foreach request r ∈ err
k+1
k (p) do

Let d be the page obtained by means of r;
insert d as a child of p in ti;
insert d in supportti(Pk+1);

return T ;

supportti(P ) support of P in the navigation tree ti
err

k+1
k (p) set of requests associated with the rk+1

k and extracted
by applying the extraction rule er on page p

To do so, a crawler operates according to Algorithm 1. It starts with an input

navigational path and an empty set of the corresponding navigational tree instances.

Then it incrementally builds each instance by first adding a root page from the support

of the entry Page-Class P0, using to that effect the input addresses E. Subsequently,

for each page p in the Page-Class under consideration, the algorithm uses err(p) to

build the support of the outgoing Request-Class r, that is, to extract on p the actual

set of requests corresponding to r. These requests are sent to the web server in or-

der to obtain new pages. The latter are added to the support of the Page-Class that

constitutes the destination of the processed Request-Class. The crawler continues by

iteratively picking each page p from the support of an already populated Page-Class

and following its corresponding requests, once extracted. It thus incrementally builds

other instances and the algorithm stops when all the requests have been sent.

3.3 Specification of Extraction Rules

To perform wrapping and crawling tasks in an interrelated mode, our system infers

extraction rules. These rules are used in crawling to locate the requests to be followed,
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and in wrapping to extract the relevant data from the downloaded target pages.

In Section 3.1, we have already discussed extraction rules for requests. We revisit

the previous definition to also model wrappers for extracting relevant data from a

page. An extraction rule er is then more generally defined as a function that locates

and returns a set of strings si from the HTML code of page p: er(p) = {s1, . . . , sk}.
In order to infer extraction rules, our algorithm takes as input a few positive ex-

amples provided by the user, highlighting the strings to extract (links or attributes).

Eventually, only the rules compatible with collected user feedback are kept. Defin-

ing the class of inference rules to be generated constitutes then an important design

choice. On one hand, a large and expressive class is more likely to include all the

useful rules but may require many initial samples and a lot of user interaction before

the correct rules are discerned. On the other hand, a limited and concise class of ex-

traction rules requires less samples, and therefore less user interaction, but is also less

expected to include correct extraction rules that are valid on all the pages. We address

this tradeoff by opting for extraction rules based on XPath expressions and obtained

from the union of three simple classes:

ABSOLUTE containing all absolute XPath expressions with positional predicates as-

sociated to each constituent tag, and generalized when a superset of several

samples is needed.

URL-REGEX obtained by filtering the rules in the ABSOLUTE class with simple

regular expressions, and used mainly for extracting links where the URL value

obeys to a general pattern.

LABELED consisting of relative XPath expressions that make use of a fixed node

considered part of the template to locate the string to extract.

These classes proved to work on more than one hundred real web sites with very

good performance results, while maintaining simplicity and requiring very limited

user effort to discern a correct rule.

3.4 Wrapper and Assertion Constructs

As mentioned, wrappers and assertions are constructs used in our constructional model

to enhance the system’s definitions of crawling and data extraction activities.

Wrappers are tools for extracting data values on web pages. Data wrappers gen-

erated by our system consist of rules taken from the LABELED class as they are less

sensitive to variations on the page. They require that the node chosen as a reference be

present in most of the target pages while being as close as possible to the data node.
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We associate the wrapper element with the Page-Class construct so that when crawl-

ing to build a Page-Class support, if a wrapper definition is encountered, it is executed

instantly on the downloaded page.

Assertions are Boolean predicates over web pages. They are formulated as a set of

XPath expressions locating valid template nodes, and a page is said to satisfy an asser-

tion if and only if it agrees with all the XPath expressions associated with the template

of its respective Page-Class. As we relax extraction rules and allow them to extract a

superset of the correct links, the system can detect and discard any false positive pages

crawled by checking whether their template matches or not all the established asser-

tions. Consequently, assertions replace the need for adding more expressive classes

of extraction rules when the crawler’s performance is not satisfactory, which means

fewer rules produced in response to the examples provided by the user, and fewer

subsequent examples required from the user to discern the correct rules [CM08].

3.5 Sample Set Selection

The input required for the semi-automatic generation of the crawling programs and

annexed wrappers is provided through interaction of a non-expert user with our system

through a browser-based interface. For the model generation, the system tracks user

navigation and derives an internal schema from the user’s browsing activity as per the

model listed in Section 3.1, with the Page-Classes and Request-Classes of the web

site along with the needed extraction rules. As for wrappers inference, the system

generates extraction rules for the data selected by the user and evaluates them with the

active learning module of the underlying inference engine. Then for any page with

uncertainty, be it for the template or for the extracted values, the user is prompted to

confirm the results, correct them, or even discard the page.

Sampling Problem

In order to produce correct and effective extraction rules, automatic and semi-automatic

inference methods require samples with a certain quality of representativeness [CM08]

that inexpert users cannot provide. Therefore the sample pages chosen by the tool to

collect user feedback need to be representative of their corresponding Page-Classes.

In addition, the navigational paths linking them together need to cover a rather wide

variety of the possible paths in the selected informative domain. As a result, selecting

sample pages introduces what we define as the Sampling Problem. This problem, of-

ten neglected, consists in determining which sample pages to choose in order to have

“good” positive examples and guide an inexpert user in the inference process. Let us

consider the following two scenarios:
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Example 1: the downloaded sample pages all belong to one specific subset; say com-

pany pages from the Agriculture sector in our running example. Such pages

would all contain the token “Sector: Agriculture”.

Example 2: the downloaded sample pages share a particular variation in the template,

such as the pages of top-ranked companies in our example containing a table

with statistical data. The headers of this table constitute tokens that are not

shared by other pages that do not rank first in their respective sector.

In these examples, sample pages may not be representative of all their Page-Class

instances, as they contain some specific tokens that are not present in the remaining

target pages. This can in turn affect negatively the crawler, were wrong template

assertions derived from these tokens, as well as the data extraction process, were any

relative rules to be built around these tokens. These points are summarized in Figure

3.3.

Figure 3.3: Sampling problem

Resolution

The manifestations of the sampling problem are: (i) in characterizing the valid pages

template, (ii) in collecting good navigational path instances, (iii) and in generating

accurate extraction rules for the data of interest. In the first case, the problem is to gen-

erate a template characterizing only relevant web pages and discard “false positives”.

A template consists of a set of valid tokens that are present in most of the sample

pages at the same XPath location. The second case relates to the need of covering

the domain’s navigational paths with minimum bias, and is addressed by tracking and
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generalizing the user’s navigation at each step. The third case can then be resolved

having collected a diversified page sample and derived a valid template. We propose

the following approach to characterize valid page templates based on a statistical anal-

ysis of page contents and a learning algorithm requiring limited user effort:

• at each navigation level, consider all the page addresses obtained by generaliz-

ing selected links or form requests

• from this set of page addresses, which can be very large, choose a fixed percent-

age of random sample pages to download

• analyze tokens occurrence and data extraction results on the sample pages to

train the classifier

• apply uncertainty sampling techniques to select query pages to propose to the

user for feedback

• update tokens set, assertions, and extraction rules from user feedback

In theory, to cover all variations in page templates, one possible solution is to

consider all the links at each level in the order of user navigation. The support of each

Request-Class is fetched and the corresponding web page is crawled. Links pointing

to paginated results are also followed and processed when applicable. Inference can

then be performed on the entire set of pages from this navigation level. During the

inference phase however, a similar process would burden the user with long waiting

times for pages to get downloaded. This is due to the fact that data-intensive web

sites are usually composed of hundreds if not thousands of pages that represent the

entities in the given domain. Since one of our main goals is to minimize the load laid

on the user, and keep her experience as close as possible to normal browsing and data

labeling, we propose to choose a fixed percentage, which sets an upperbound on the

number of downloaded pages and maintains an acceptable system response time from

a user experience point of view.

With the proposed resolution technique, our system is able to collect and use a

representative subset from the site pages to infer performant wrappers and crawlers

relevant to the user’s needs. At execution time, the constructional details, as described

in Section 3.1, recorded in XML format, are used to guide the interleaved crawling

and wrapping on the large web site. An example XML output file of the specifications

generated by the system is shown in Figure 3.4. In the following sections, we describe

in more details the process leading to the final definition of crawlers and wrappers,

where a classifier is iteratively trained and active learning techniques are used when

there is uncertainty in the system’s inference rules.
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Figure 3.4: Example XML output

3.6 Web Pages Analysis

We explained how our system collects a sample set of pages from the training web

site. In this section, we describe first the characteristics of these pages, and then how

these characteristics are used to guide the semi-automatic inference process.

Pages Characterization

Following our sampling technique, the collected set of pages can reasonably be con-

sidered to have the following properties:

• Relevant: the pages downloaded belong to the support of the target Page-Class(es)

designated by the user. Therefore, they are of interest to the user and relevant

to her information needs on the web site under consideration.

• Unbiased: the pages are collected according to our random selection technique,

where all similar links at a given navigation level have the same probability

of being selected and followed, which favors obtaining an unpolarized pool of

pages.
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• Representative: as a consequence of the previous two properties, we can say

that the pages collected in the sample pool are representative of the overall set

of pages in the Page-Classes that are of interest to the user.

Tokens Characterization

For the sample set of pages reached by following the generalized rule characterizing

a Request-Class, we would like to numerically estimate the similarity in content and

structure. In this way, the system would be able to automatically identify a page

that does not belong to the Page-Class support or that contains major variations with

respect to the rest of the pages. To do so, we individuate the leaf text nodes from the

DOM trees of the pages, which we refer to as tokens. For each of these nodes, we

keep a record of:

• The node’s content: it represents mostly the text visible on the web pages when

rendered in a browser.

• The node’s XPath: it gives an indication on the text occurrence and location on

the web page. The XPath in this case is an absolute expression that qualifies

the complete path from the root of the document to the node under considera-

tion, including along the way all the encountered node positions in the DOM

tree. The constituents of an XPath expression are called location steps, where a

location step is the part included between two consecutive “/” and specifying a

tag name and its position.

The goal is to distinguish recurrent content from variable content by determining

the presence or absence of a token t on a page p. Since each page in our target set gen-

erally displays data relative to one instance in the selected domain, the content coming

from the instance record is variable, whereas template strings are more likely to be re-

peated on the different pages. Tokens’ occurrence can then be useful to individuate

common template strings from variable content proper to the instance. To account for

minor variations on web pages and for repeated tokens (generally displayed by means

of loops in the page source code), any two or more leaf nodes with the same text con-

tent are merged if their XPath can be generalized according to the model in Figure

3.5. They will be considered as the same token in later processing. Merging tokens is

possible only when the XPath expressions have the same location steps count.

Tokens Filtering

For each page of the sample set, once its tokens have been extracted, we apply the

tokens merging technique on them. Among these tokens, common template nodes
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Rule 1:
tag[index]
tag[index]
⇒ tag[index]

Rule 2:
tag[index1]
tag[index2] (index1 6= index2)
⇒ tag

Rule 3:
tag1[index1]
tag2[index2] (tag1 6= tag2)
⇒ fail

Example:
//html[1]/body[1]/table[2]/tbody[1]/tr[1]/td[1]
//html[1]/body[1]/table[2]/tbody[1]/tr[2]/td[1]

⇒ //html[1]/body[1]/table[2]/tbody[1]/tr/td[1]

Figure 3.5: Generalization rules to merge equivalent tokens.

when identified can be used in crawlers and wrappers inference. As mentioned in

Section 3.3, an extraction rule er is defined as a function that locates and returns a

set of strings si from the HTML code of page p: er(p) = {s1, . . . , sk}. We defined

as LABELED rule an extraction rule consisting of a relative XPath expression. Such a

rule makes use of a fixed node considered part of the template in order to locate the

string to extract. This type of extraction rules is preferred when irregularities on the

pages make absolute XPath expressions unuseful for extracting data, as the latter are

prone to breaking with any variation of the location steps betwen the DOM root and

node containing the string to extract. LABELED rules, when formulated relatively to a

node that does not vary on the different pages, and that is close in the DOM traversal

from the target node, prove to be more robust for data extraction.

We present below the statistical estimations computed to identify among the to-

kens set those that are useful for building LABELED rules.

We first define the support of a token t over a page p as follows:

S(t, p) =

{
0 if t /∈ p
1 if t ∈ p

(3.1)

We denote as occurrence vector of a token t the vector containing the support

value of t on each page of the sample set. Each location in the vector refers then to a

specific page.

We define the average support of a token, Savg(t) as the average of the values
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stored in its occurrence vector. In other terms, this represents the probability of t to

appear on a given page. With N being the number of sample pages, we have

Savg(t) =

N∑
i=1

S(t, pi)

N
(3.2)

For our computations, tokens with Savg(t) < St are considered variable content

and not part of the common template, where St is an empirically defined threshold.

Variable content is discarded when selecting reference nodes for inferring extraction

rules. Furthermore, we filter out banners, headers, footers, and other content that is

not unique to the target Page-Class, as these are likely to produce erroneous extraction

rules that do not necessarily point to the target attributes to be extracted. The remain-

ing tokens with occurrence higher than the threshold constitute valid candidates for

the generation of LABELED rules. Figure 3.6 shows two car instance pages with the

recurrent content possibly classified as template nodes circled. The rest of the strings

are considered variable instance content.

For a given attribute to be extracted, we select the frequent token that is closest

in the DOM tree as a potential reference token for its the extraction rule. This choice

further reduces chances of interposing variable location steps that may break the ex-

traction rule when applied to other pages. However, uncertainty in the data extraction

process may still occur.

3.7 Learning Approach

In order to minimize uncertainty in data extraction incurred by variations among pages

of the same Page-Class, our system adopts an iterative learning approach that incor-

porates what’s incrementally learned from the user’s navigation and eventual input

during the inference process.

As the user navigates through the web site pages indicating links to follow, she

can highlight data of interest to extract. This triggers the system to generate extrac-

tion rules for these data attributes. However, before storing the rules in the output

specifications of the model for later execution on the web site, the system runs an in-

ternal evaluation on their extraction performance using the knowledge acquired from

the reduced sample set. If needed, the system requests user feedback to clear out any

inconsistencies and refine the extraction rules.

To explain the process, we first present a few definitions.

We denote as initial positive example or p0 the page on which the user highlights

the data attributes of interest.
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Figure 3.6: Identifying recurrent nodes

The other N − 1 sample pages downloaded constitute the unlabeled set U , in the

sense that the user is not initially required to specify the data attributes location on any

of these pages.

We call P the set U ∪ po. It is the pool of all downloaded target pages from a

given Page-Class.

A confidence score SC of a page pi is the ratio of the weighted average support

of its tokens with respect to all tokens collected over the representative sample set P .

SC(pi) =

T∑
j=1

S(tj , pi) ∗ Savg(tj)

T∑
j=1

Savg(tj)

where T is the total number of tokens.

This score gives a numerical estimate of whether the tokens commonly occurring on

the pages in P are present on pi or not.
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A rule extraction score SE is a number reflecting the count of values extracted

by a given rule rj on a page pi. Since we are extracting single attributes, ideally

a correct rule would extract one value when that value is present, and zero values

when it is omitted on the page (optional field). We want to evaluate the correctness

of the selected reference token. Therefore, we compute this number relatively to the

presence of the reference token on the page. If the latter is not present on that page,

we conventionally assign a score of 1.

SE(rj , pi) =


Occurrence(Token

pi
rj

)

Count(V alues
pi
rj

)
if Count(V aluespi

rj ) > 0

0 if Count(V aluespi
rj ) = 0

where Occurrence(Tokenpi
rj ) is the number of occurrences of the reference token for

rule rj on page pi and V aluespi
rj are the attribute values extracted by rj on pi that are

not Null.

A page null score SN is the ratio of Null extracted values on that page over the

total number of attribute values to be extracted.

SN (pi) =
Count(Null, pi)

Count(Attributes)

Note that for the initial positive example page

SE(rj , p0) = 1,∀rj

and

SN (p0) = 0

Finally, a data type score reflects the distance between the type of each positive

example and the type of extracted data on the page in a defined type hierarchy.

In fact, recurring data types are observed in the information displayed on entity

pages. A defined type hierarchy can be useful for the system to assess the homo-

geneity among the values extracted by a rule on the given set of pages, as well as

compare the extracted values type with that of the example initially selected by the

user. Extracted data is matched to one of the types in the hierarchy, starting with the

most specific ones towards the tree leaves. It is then compared to the least common

ancestor type of the user-specified positive examples for that attribute. The further the

two types are in the hierarchy, the lower the score for the rule extracting that data.

The type hierarchy specification is configurable and can range from very simple and

generic to more elaborate and specific. A well-defined type hierarchy allows to better

estimate the validity of extraction rule results. A sample implementation of the type

hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In this example, the Alphanumeric type is at the
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root; Measure and Phrase are its subtypes. Percentage, Weight, and Temperature are

examples of Measure subtypes. Further subdivisions of types have been abstracted

by rectangles symbolizing child subtrees. Different hierarchy models can possibly be

implemented.

Figure 3.7: Sample type hierarchy

To summarize, when computed for the pages in the sample set, the various score

definitions presented above can give an estimate of the following:

• The similarity in content of a page compared to the rest of the sample set P

• The conformity of data extraction on this page as compared to the initial positive

example designated by the user.

These values constitute the features that will lead the system in its learning ap-

proach for the inference of robust extraction rules and will highlight unconforming

results that may require particular attention.

Iterative Wrappers Evaluation

In our semi-automatic approach, one of the main goals is to minimize the user effort in

terms of labeling data on different pages. Another main goal is to generate extraction

rules starting with a scarce training set, and have them provide satisfactory results

even when applied to the entire set of pages in the support of the target Page-Class.
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Therefore, we need to assess how ‘fitting’ the inferred extraction rules are with respect

to the user’s initial information needs by applying them to the various pages in U . We

reiterate that for our purposes, the set P = U ∪ p0 is assumed representative of the

target Page-Class pages, as listed in Section 3.6, and thus we limit our computations

to this set. In the spirit of active learning, the system is supposed to ‘learn’ the correct

extraction rules on the ‘unlabeled pages’ (those not yet presented to the user) by using

information from the ones already labeled. Moreover, if additional user feedback

is needed during the inference process, the learner system, rather than the user, is

expected to choose the query page that would be most informative for its learning

process.

Since we start off with a training set composed of one element p0, the problem

is similar to online machine learning. Additional training data may come in later,

one instance at a time. The main difference is that in our case we do not dispose

of an example after using it for learning, because we are learning the rules for the

same attribute as expressed by the extraction goals of the same user in one system

run. That’s why we opt for a cumulative approach that iteratively refines the learning

parameters with each additional example collected from interacting with the user, until

a stopping condition is met.

The combination of scores defined in the previous section constitute the basis for

the system to estimate the relevance of the rules on the pages in U as compared to

the user’s information retrieval objectives. Based on the scores collected over the

various pages, the system attempts to evaluate the rules performance on these pages

and classify them as valid or invalid. The process is faced with important challenges

with the presence of optional attributes and possible template variations, even on the

most structured web sites. As a result, it is not possible for a system to automatically

conclude with absolute certainty that extraction results not conforming to the positive

examples are failures due necessarily to an invalid page or to invalid extraction rules.

To address this problem, our system adopts a probabilistic classification reflecting the

likelihood of the couple {pi, rj} to be valid or not. Then, to resolve any classification

uncertainties, the system requests user intervention.

Each time the system receives feedback from the user, it is incorporated with the

labeled examples to enhance the classification model and extraction rules are refined.

Rules evaluation on the remaining sample pages is then repeated, until no more un-

certainties are encountered or a limit number of queries has been reached.
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Active Learning with Uncertainty Sampling

The classifier that evaluates rules rj on the pages pi is implemented as an active learn-

ing module. In general, in a learning model, there are a number of independent

variables representing observations from which the system learns. When evaluated

together, they produce an outcome whose value depends on these variables’ combina-

tion.

For our system, the variable observations are the various scores estimating a page’s

conformity to a common template structure and the data extraction results of the rules

inferred for the attributes sought by the user.

The outcome represents the odds that the couple {pi, rj} is valid. This is a contin-

uous value that in turn can be translated into a binary output as “valid” and “non-valid”

classes.

In supervised learning, a model’s parameters (or coefficients) are initially fitted

by means of training on existing examples, such that the error between the predicted

outcome and the actual outcome is minimum. The model’s hypothesis function thus

obtained can then be used to predict the output when new unseen values of the inde-

pendent variables are given.

The major constraint in our system is that the classifier is initially trained only

with the positive example p0 and a negative example pn in order to fit the model’s

parameters. pn can be any page not belonging to the target Page-Class, such as the

home page, for example. This has the advantage of excluding cross-site tokens like

menus, headers, and others, from the candidate tokens pool. The reason to have only

one explicit positive example is mainly to minimize the user effort, and allow the

system to subsequently decide if further training examples are needed.

However, the system can make use of the available unlabeled pages. It can apply

the obtained hypothesis function on the remaining pages in U to predict their classi-

fication based on their content and extracted values, and estimate their conformity or

variations. This fact favors a semi-supervised learning approach.

By applying the learned model on the unlabeled pages, our classifier computes

the validity odds for each and outputs Y = 1 or Y = 0, such that P (Y = 1|X) is

the probability of the extraction results on a page being valid, while P (Y = 0|X)

is that of the extraction results on a page being invalid. In this case, X is the vector

of features corresponding to be the different numeric scores presented earlier, namely

SC , SE , and SN , which we evaluate for each page. We note that these feature values

are scaled between 0 and 1.

When the evaluated result on a page pi is similar to the one from the positive

example, the odds of validity are high and P (Y = 1|Xpi
) ≈ 1. Querying the user on
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pi would not bring much additional information to the learning system. On the other

hand, if the outcome for a page is not so close to the positive result, P (Y = 1|Xpi
)

diminishes. A probability close to 0.5 indicates that neither validity nor invalidity

can be asserted. In this case, that page is automatically picked to be shown to the

user to clarify the uncertainty. The user can then provide feedback to confirm the

extraction rule results, correct them, or even choose to discard the page altogether if

it is not conform to the common template of the Page-Class. In particular, when the

user indicates that an extraction rule needs correction, her input triggers the update of

the system’s selection of template nodes for the LABELED extraction rules. New rules

are then generated with different reference nodes in compliance with all the feedback

collected so far. Moreover, when the user discards a page, its tokens are removed from

the valid candidate tokens repository to avoid any future generation of broken rules.

After the user feedback is recorded, the query page counts as a new positive or

negative example and is added to the classifier’s training set (and thus removed from

U ). The computation of the various scores on the remaining pages in U is repeated, as

well as parameters fitting, in order to reassess the rules performance and the need for a

new query. We note that to avoid incurring an excessive query load on the user, we set

an upper limit of the number of queries allowed. However, we observed experimen-

tally that few queries are usually enough to find well-performing rules. The quantified

evaluation of results with respect to maximum queries allowed are presented in the

experiments section.

3.8 Experiments

In this section, we summarize our experiments conducted with the system prototype,

called CoDEC, implemented as a Mozilla Firefox extension. We use our prototype

for generating specifications and executing them on real web sites to analyze the per-

formance on a wide variety of heterogeneous topics, page templates, and navigational

paths. We evaluate our experiments by computing the results’ precision and recall.

Moreover, the F-measure is also computed as

F = 2
P ∗R
P +R

(3.3)

This value, ranging between 0 and 1, reports the harmonic mean of the precision P

and recall R. For crawling, we evaluate the set of downloaded pages as compared to

the set of actual target pages. Whereas for wrapping, we evaluate the values extracted

by the generated rules with respect to the correct set of attribute values on the target

pages. Larger P, R, and F-measure values imply better results.
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Table 3.1: Crawling results summary

Total # web sites Total # pages crawled Precision F-measure
100 208769 0.99 0.99

Table 3.1 sums up the experiment results of our crawling techniques on 100 differ-

ent sites belonging to various domains. The simplest class ABSOLUTE was sufficient

to extract most of the links leading to target pages. In few cases, where other links

leading to non-target pages were located very close to the correct links, URL-REGEX

extraction rules improved the precision by discarding the links that do not match

an inferred URL pattern. One crawling limitation was the inability to discard tar-

get pages with the same template but different semantic entities, such as pages for

coaches downloaded with those of players in a soccer web site.

For evaluating data extraction, we consider a subset of the previous sites evaluated

for crawling, covering a variety of vertical domains. In Table 3.2, we summarize the

number of different web sites and corresponding target pages on which the wrapping

was performed and evaluated, in addition to the total number of attributes manually

designated for data extraction, and that of the optional ones, grouped by vertical do-

main. Optional attributes are those that occur only on a fraction of the pages in the

same Page-Class.

Table 3.2: Experiments summary

Domain # sites # pages # attributes # optional attributes
FINANCE 3 610 4 0
BASKETBALL 4 2310 7 1
SOCCER 4 1214 4 0
MOVIES 3 3046 7 6
RESTAURANT 3 5998 4 0
UNIVERSITY 2 3998 4 1

Table 3.3 lists the different domains along with the corresponding attributes se-

lected for data extraction. Attributes that are optional are enclosed with parentheses.

Table 3.3: Extracted attributes by domain

Domain Extracted attributes
FINANCE Company Name, Open, Close, Volume
BASKETBALL Team, Player, Height, Weight, Age, Position, (College)
SOCCER Player, Height, Weight, Position
MOVIES Title, (Time), (Director), (Distributor), (Rating), (Genre), (Release Date)
RESTAURANT Name, Cusine, Phone, Address
UNIVERSITY Name, (Type), Phone, Web site
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Table 3.4 summarizes the results of testing our wrapping techniques with the listed

attributes on the selected subset of web sites. In general, accuracy is very high for

clean, well-structured page content. However, when several attributes on a page are

optional, their inconsistent occurrence and the resulting variable attribute layout are

likely to cause extraction rules to fail. This explains the observed low recall on Movies

experiments, for example. Major variations in page templates also affect the perfor-

mance of extraction rules, such as the case of pages in the Restaurant domain, where

multimedia and dynamic content is commonly injected. Moreover, we noted that valid

extraction rules cannot be generated when poor HTML formatting affects user selec-

tion of data.

Table 3.4: Wrapping results summary

Domain Precision Recall F-measure
FINANCE 1.00 1.00 1.00
BASKETBALL 0.98 1.00 0.99
SOCCER 0.99 1.00 0.99
MOVIES 0.99 0.88 0.92
RESTAURANT 1.00 0.87 0.93
UNIVERSITY 1.00 0.98 0.99

All in all, the overall results collected on the different web sites support the effec-

tiveness of our tool.

3.9 Related Work

The methodology we presented and the system that supports it combine techniques

from crawling, wrapping, and machine learning. We present in this section some

related work in each of these areas and list what differentiates our approach from

those existing in the literature, where applicable.

Wrapper Inference

Data extraction for structured web sources has been widely studied, as shown in the

various surveys on wrapper generation [LRNdST02, FMM+04, CKGS06, FDMFB12].

In Chapter 2, we gave an overview of numerous techniques available in the literature

and several works on wrapper specification, inference, and evaluation of extraction

rules with different levels of automation.

Moreover, some research efforts have emerged that rely on the DOM tree of the

web pages to define wrappers using XPath expressions [Ant05, CCG06]. Other efforts

aim to apply DOM tree alignment [CM06, KC10, HB02] to discover repeated patterns

and detect attribute values for extraction in the HTML code of web pages.
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On the other hand, our approach focuses on how to contextually specify, create,

and execute simple and interrelated crawling and wrapping algorithms, rather inde-

pendently from the underlying inference mechanisms of extraction rules. Additional,

or potentially more complex, classes of extraction rules can be added to the system

without modifying the principles of its operation.

However, the concept of extracting template tokens introduced in [AGM03] was

adopted in our template tokens detection approach. In fact, the authors propose a

model describing how in semi-structured web pages, data values typically coming

from a database are encoded into the pages using templates. Their algorithm discovers

sets of words with similar occurrence patterns in multiple pages and these words are

considered to be the common template tokens. By determining the page template, it is

possible then to automatically identify and extract attribute values fed into it on each

page. In addition, equivalence classes are defined as large sets of tokens that occur

together, with the same frequency, and appear on a large number of input pages. Such

token sets are unlikely to be formed by chance and thus are considered as part of the

template. Their method is even able to differentiate token roles on the page, using

their occurrence context.

Our approach, on the other hand, does not implement this thorough template de-

duction algorithm, mainly for efficiency reasons during the user’s navigation. We do

however parallel their definition of equivalence classes by creating occurrence vec-

tors for each text token to represent its occurrence frequency on each of the sample

pages. Similar occurrence vectors are grouped together to form classes, which are in

turn treated as one entity for further processing. The large support and size of a class

determine its validity, while low values cause the tokens of the class to be disregarded.

Classes also appearing on non-target pages are filtered out as well. In fact, the goal

of our heuristic is mainly to improve the selection of reference tokens in constructing

relative extraction rules. Therefore, only tokens that exhibit invariant properties on

the target pages should be taken into consideration.

In [SFG+11b, SFG+11a], Sellers A. et al propose a formalism for data extrac-

tion by describing and simulating user interactions on dynamic sites. However, the

declarative specifications are defined by an expert programmer and not derived from

an actual user’s navigation.

Also, [GMM+11] implement a web scale system for data extraction that gener-

ates extraction rules on structured detail pages in a web site. They apply extensive

calculations for clustering pages according to template similarity and rely on several

user inputs for annotation and rule learning. Their work is different in scope from

ours since we propose a synergic crawling and wrapping that can cover various Page-
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Classes in a web site while deriving information discretely from the user’s browsing

activity.

Crawling Techniques

Crawlers have been discussed in Section 2.2. In particular, a few works [CMM05,

KLHC04, LNL04] have addressed the automatic discovery of content pages and pages

containing links to infer a site’s hierarchical organization. These approaches mainly

aim at finding paths to all generic content pages within a web site, often with some

limitations of specific hypotheses to allow automation.

In contrast, we aim at semi-automatically gathering pages from a selected class

type of interest to a user, with a minimal human effort.

The work by [VdSdMC06] partially inspired our URL-REGEX class, as they use

URL patterns to specify crawlers in their GoGetIt! system. However, our experiments

show that many web sites cannot be crawled in this restrictive way alone. In addition,

they adopt a breadth-first strategy to compare the site’s pages DOM trees with a pro-

vided sample page, while our system works on a small set of sample pages presented

to a user for feedback.

Active Learning

Early information extraction approaches started adopting supervised and unsuper-

vised machine learning techniques for wrapper induction [Fre98, Kus00, Coh03], with

tradeoffs between coverage and accuracy. Classifiers and statistical methods have

been widely applied in different contexts to enhance the data extraction process. As

we also presented in Chapter 2, learning-based data extraction spans both the semi-

automatic and automatic research efforts. The development of these approaches came

as a response to the inefficacy of hand-coded wrappers that are highly accurate but do

not scale.

In recent years, active learning techniques have gained popularity among Web in-

formation retrieval solutions. Active learning is a sub-field of machine learning that

offers greater accuracy with fewer training examples. In fact, [BHV10] state that

active learning approaches may result in exponential improvements over the num-

ber of training samples with respect to traditional supervised approaches. Differently

from unsupervised learning and automatic techniques where a lot of post-processing

is needed, and from supervised learning and manual techniques where a human expert

is required to provide a considerable effort, active learning is a middle-way solution

that relies on positive and negative training examples and on exploiting user feedback

for results refinement. The learning program however is allowed to choose the data
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from which it learns. This means the active learner can pose selected queries to the

user, mostly in the form of data labeling request, in order to improve its overall perfor-

mance. When labeled instances are expensive to obtain, active learning aims to min-

imize the cost of labeled data by requesting as few labeled examples as possible. For

these reasons, active learning techniques have been applied in many areas of Informa-

tion Retrieval, such as annotating and labeling documents [AHVC11, SC08, LC06],

wrapper generation [RC11, IS06, MMK03], and improving search results ranking by

exploiting the user’s iterative relevance feedback [TL11, LHZ+09].

Our system implementation in this chapter relies on an active learning engine that

operates during the inference process in order to optimize the system’s interaction

with the user. This approach aims to achieve a better performance with less training.

As described in Section 3.7, our learning scenario fits the pool-based sampling, where

a small set of labeled data and a large pool of unlabeled data are available. With every

new input, the active learner evaluates the informativeness measure on the entire pool

before deciding which query to present to the user. This is in contrast with the 2 other

common active learning scenarios, namely stream-based sampling, where instances

are scanned sequentially, and membership query scenarios where arbitrary instances

are presented to be labeled, a popular technique in natural language processing.

Informativeness measures in active learning differ according to the selected query

strategy. Uncertainty sampling, which has been adopted in our system, queries the

user on the instance about which the model is the least confident. For our imple-

mentation, logistic regression was applied to query the instance closest to the linear

decision boundary. Other uncertaintly sampling techniques could opt for maximizing

entropy, or reducing classification error, etc., depending on the instance data model-

ing and the available information. Our iterative training process has been inspired by

[LHZ+09], where the authors iteratively train a logistic regression while incorporat-

ing the feedback from the user into the model. They use this technique however in the

context of improving the relevance of image search results, whereas we apply it for

improving the crawler and wrappers inference while minimizing the user’s effort.

Other popular active learning query strategies include query by committee, ex-

pected model change, expected error reduction, variance reduction, and density-weighted

methods. More details can be found in [Set10, FK03]. Choosing one strategy or the

other also depends on the model of the sample space and the aim of the learning algo-

rithm. Information density in particular was integrated into our model to complement

uncertainty sampling by querying an instance that is representative of other instances

in the distribution, in other words that is uncertain and also exhibits some similarities

to other unlabeled instances. This is done to avoid spending effort on querying outliers
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that do not have any impact on improving the model’s accuracy [SC08].

3.10 Conclusion

We presented a new semi-automatic methodology for synergic crawling and wrap-

ping in the scope of information retrieval. Our contributions can be summarized by:

(i) a formalism to specify interleaved crawling programs and wrappers concurrently

over structured web sites; (ii) the introduction of the Sampling Problem, which illus-

trates how randomly chosen samples can be biased and negatively impact the inference

tasks; (iii) an approach to mitigate the effects of the sampling problem by requiring

minimal effort from an inexpert user; (iv) and an experimental evaluation to validate

our proposed techniques. Our experiments revealed encouraging results, and can be

further improved with the potential inclusion of semantic assertions and a mechanism

to deal with any optional attributes with changing location on the page. Moreover,

the data gathered during inference is a rich source of information about the vertical

domain addressed by the web site and about the entities listed on its target pages. This

wealth of information can be exploited to initiate an automatic search for other similar

sources on the Web and eventually complement, enrich, or validate the attribute values

collected by the wrappers defined for the training site.
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Chapter 4

Vertical Domain Explorer

Entities generally represent real-world concepts, such as a person (writer, basketball

player, singer, etc.), a product (book, camera, movie, clothing, etc.), an organization,

a business, or other. In large data-intensive web sites, sections related to an entity in

a given vertical domain consist of a large number of data-rich pages, each displaying

attribute values for one instance of the given entity. We refer to this set of pages,

which in general share a common structure or template, as entity pages. Figure 4.1

shows for example 2 pages, each representing a distinct instance of the Book entity

offered on a book selling web site. Common attributes for the Book entity, such as

title, price, ISBN, publisher, publication date, etc., are listed on each page. The actual

values displayed on each page pertain to one particular Book instance and usually

originate from one record in the underlying database. Therefore we use instance page

to refer to one individual example of the entity pages. Some have a label preceding

the attribute value, while others, like the title and price, don’t.

In Web data extraction, wrappers inferred on a large data-intensive web site are

usually able to extract selected attribute values on a subset of the site’s entity pages, if

not on all of them. However, the attribute values collected by these wrappers for the

various entity instances remain limited, in the best case, to the set of data stored in the

underlying repository of the web site.

Ideally, to build a rich repository of instances of a given entity that serves the

unlimited search needs of the users on the Web, data aggregators would like to collect

all the possible instances available for that given entity and apply data extraction for

its attributes on a large web scale. For this purpose, in order to complement, enrich, or

validate the data gathered from the training site used to infer wrappers and/or crawling

specifications, it is useful to extend it with instance data available on other sites that

offer similar information on the same type of entities.

This requires performing two main operations:
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1. Find other large data-intensive web sites offering pages on the given entity

2. Download the entity pages to extract instance data on them

Figure 4.1: Data-rich instance pages of the Book entity

Going back to our Book entity example, a data aggregator or vertical search en-

gine for the Book domain would not only need to extract all the different attribute val-

ues of the book instances within the training web site, but also find new data-intensive

sites that display pages about books and download their data as well.

With the synergic crawling and data extraction system we presented in Chapter 3,

the user indicated her interest regarding the entity information she wishes to extract

and which subsection of a given large web site contains the entity instance pages. In

particular, the user specified how to navigate the site hierarchy to arrive to the target

pages, and identified attributes to extracts on these pages.

Additionally, during the inference process, the user’s input allowed the system

to collect valuable content from the web site and information about the domain of

interest itself.

This knowledge is the starting seed to perform the first operation, exploring the

Web in search for other similar entity pages.
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Therefore, in this work we address the problem of locating large data-intensive

web sites in a given vertical domain. To achieve this, we propose an approach that

can be exploited by vertical search engines to enhance web page crawling and filter-

ing by using domain knowledge in a pre-processing phase. Our approach uses the

information collected during inference on a training site as input in order to find other

large web sites or web site sections containing instance pages about the entity of in-

terest. This is based on the fact that there is a large amount of overlap on the Web

among sources in the same vertical domain [DMP12], so information we have from

one site, or possibly more, can lead to overlapping information in sources not yet

discovered. For example, if our training web site in the Book domain contains an

instance of Jane Eyre book, an instance of Oliver Twist, and an instance of

Madame Bovary, among others, and we are able to find another web site that also

lists instance pages for these 3 books, it is very likely that this new web site is a data-

intensive source in the Book domain (or contains a sub-section on books, if it is a

more general web site covering various verticals). We aim to perform this search and

discovery task in a fully automated way, independently of the web site on which the

inference was performed. The pages found then individuate new and relevant targets

for crawling and data extraction. The rest of this chapter presents our proposed au-

tomatic solution with its components that apply structural and semantic techniques to

first search the Web with formulated queries, then efficiently filter the obtained results

and identify relevant sources.

4.1 Targeted Search Approach

Given a large web site in a vertical domain, we presented in Chapter 3 a synergic

method to locate entity pages and extract instance data on them, and described our

CoDEC system that implemented it. The approach was facilitated by exploiting re-

dundancies in the site’s HTML structure, navigation paths, and content tokens.

When this approach needs to be extended to other large web sites, the first step is to

locate these similar sites on the Web. One way is to run a manual search, which would

not scale and carries the risk of user bias in the query formulation. We propose an

automated way that builds on the information gathered during inference with CoDEC,

and exploits wider redundancies in entity occurrences on the Web, in order to find new

web site entity pages for a given domain. Once identified, these sites can eventually

serve for data extraction and enriching the information repository, which in turn would

enable further search for more web sites, until no new information is discovered.

This automated search is made possible by extracting, from the collected infor-

mation repository, keywords that represent the domain, the entity of interest, and a
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few selected instances, in order to run web queries and locate pages with overlapping

information. The more frequently a web site overlaps with our repository instances

and shows up in search results, the more likely it is a large data-intensive web site

matching our target.

The lookup being launched through a search engine, the queries are likely to gen-

erate a large number of results. Many of these are not data-intensive entity pages, as

the Web contains a huge amount of pages of various formats and content types, such

as blogs, news, reviews, personal or corporate sites, which are of no relevance to our

targeted approach. Thus the need to apply a filtering mechanism to confirm or discard

a returned result page based on its relevance. With scalability in mind, this filtering

task also needs to be automated and it can be performed at two levels: First, at the

level of the returned URLs, to determine the subsets of search results to be further

examined; second, the pages pointed to by these URLs need to undergo a check for

semi-structured data formatting, in which case they can be considered candidates for

eventual data extraction tasks.

All in all, our proposed system can be viewed as a controller that operates in dif-

ferent and complementary stages to determine where to possibly locate entity pages,

which pages to download, their level of relevance to the targeted search, what display

characteristics their content exhibits, and eventually where on the page to extract data

attributes of interest.

Starting with an input collected while running the inference engine of the CoDEC

system, the system then outputs a set of similar instance pages found on newly dis-

covered sites on the Web, and points out specific content nodes on them.

This set of instance pages can be fed into a crawler to download the rest of instance

pages on the discovered web site, and the identified content nodes can be used for

extracting entity data into the vertical domain’s repository. However, these extensions

are not part of the work presented in the current document.

4.2 Proposed System Model

Entity instance pages are spread out on the Web, populating many large data-intensive

web sites. Based on this fact, finding and collecting these pages in a repository for a

pre-determined domain consists mainly of a targeted web search activity, followed by

an appropriate result filtering process. We maintain that it is sufficient to identify in

this way a subset of the relevant instance pages in a given large web site in order to

efficiently feed a more extended focused crawling mechanism within that site.

To conduct the above activities, we propose a system that exploits the data and do-

main knowledge collected on a large web site during the synergic inference of crawlers
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and wrappers. The gathered information is then used to facilitate discovering other po-

tential large web sites in the same vertical domain and eventually extract instance data

from their entity pages.

The system is conceived of four main connected components representing logi-

cal sub-activities that perform specialized and complementary tasks, as illustrated in

Figure 4.2. The components’ goal is to direct and enhance the entity page search and

filtering process as follows:

• The input to the first component in the system is the information obtained from

the training web site, in particular, the template tokens from the sample pages.

This component then analyzes these tokens in combination with the domain

identifying terms and with the help of a semantic evaluator to output keywords

for the entity of interest (Section 4.3).

• Keywords are then passed to the query generator component that builds a series

of boolean queries and sends them to a web search engine (Section 4.4).

• The URL results from the respective queries are passed as input to the following

component, the URL analyzer. The latter applies a clustering algorithm on the

set of URL results and keeps only relevant clusters for further analysis (Section

4.5).

• These are in turn passed to the page evaluator component that downloads the

pages from the Web and identifies entity-related semi-structured content (Sec-

tion 4.6).

When various entity instance pages are identified on a web site, a customized

explorer or crawler can then find the page that links to them on that site and download

all the remaining instances that it contains. In addition, the system keeps record of the

location (containers) of relevant data on the pages, facilitating further data extraction

efforts.

The following sections describe in more detail each system component and the

functionality that it implements.

4.3 Finding Entity Keywords

Aside from search providers, large companies, and research groups that have the ca-

pabilities to crawl large portions of the Web and store them in their local repositories,

any general effort to find content on the Web has to pass through a search engine by

providing some keywords. In fact, the terms used in a query constitute the “interface”

between the search need and the information indexed in the content repository of the
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Figure 4.2: System components

search engine. Choosing “good” search terms usually leads to a better communication

of the need, which minimizes the distance between what’s sought and what’s found.

In addition to full or partial word matching, search engines today use implicit tech-

niques and measures such as contextualization, approximation, search history, content

freshness, PageRank, etc. to provide more useful results in a ranking order that would

be relevant to the information need. This is acknowledged by most big search engines,

such as Google 1 and Microsoft’s Bing 2. However, keywords remain essential to state

the initial more or less specific intent of the search. Furthermore, when explicitly

specified, a search engine can process the query as a boolean search and return only

exact matching results among their indexed pages.

This section presents the keyword extractor component responsible of selecting

the query terms that are likely to generate relevant results. In particular, results are

relevant if they lead the system to discover new data-intensive large web sites covering

the given domain entity.

Keyword Search

Most queries sent to a search engine return a very large number of results. Generally,

a user running a web search would type in the query terms and browse through the

results to determine what is relevant to her search needs. In our case, we would like to

make use of search engines in order to find semi-structured instance pages for a given

1http://www.google.com/intl/en_us/insidesearch/howsearchworks/
algorithms.html

2http://onlinehelp.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/ff808447.aspx
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entity. Our result acceptance criteria combines then both the content of the page and

the format in which it is presented.

For this operation, a user’s manual intervention would not scale. For example, we

find instances of commercial products, publications, famous people, movies, proteins,

and others, present in hundreds if not thousands of pages in their respective web sites.

The richer the site’s repository, the more pages it lists for a given entity.

We contend that a web search for instance pages of an entity in a vertical domain

becomes more efficient when the queries sent to the search engine are well formu-

lated and when a subsequent mechanism is available to confirm or discard a returned

result page based on its relevance. Consequently, in our automated approach, it is the

system’s responsibility to determine how to formulate the queries by choosing a com-

bination of “useful” keywords that are likely to lead to new web pages for the entity of

interest. In later sections, we also explain the system’s role in automatically filtering

returned search results.

Template Tokens

To automatically select entity keywords for our search queries, that is, keywords tightly

associated with the particular entity of interest, we rely on the information derived

from the training web site used during the synergic inference of crawlers and wrap-

pers. In particular, we aim to distinguish the terms that are both quantitatively and

qualitatively related to that entity.

When estimating fixed template tokens during the inference process, the system

kept text nodes appearing frequently at the same location in the set of sample pages,

while others appearing less than a threshold of frequency were disregarded. The un-

derlying assumption was that entity instance pages are usually generated by a common

template. Therefore, tokens appearing consistently across a sample set are likely to be

part of the template, whereas tokens that are particular to one or few pages are more

likely to be variable content.

Moreover, templates in large data-intensive web sites often contain the labels re-

lated to the attribute values being displayed for each entity instance. For example, the

template for a book page may contain labels such as “Title”, “Author”, “Publisher”,

“Price”, etc. Many of these labels are specific to the domain, while others may be

more general. The frequently occurring text fields collected constitute then a good

starting point to find candidate domain keywords related to the entities.

In a simplified approach, we consider individual words in the gathered text tokens

and keep those with the highest aggregated occurrence. In this case, applying common
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tf-idf measures are counter-intuitive since we are in fact looking for template words

that occur frequently on all the sample page, and not the opposite.

Semantic Evaluator

Among the frequent words collected, we note that many are stop words or extra in-

formation present on the page but not related to the domain entity. This prompts to

identify and discard them as they would not add any value if kept among the candi-

dates and used in query keywords. On the contrary, they may contribute to obtaining

irrelevant search results.

Since the domain identifier token is already given to the system as input, we pro-

pose to narrow down on entity vocabulary with the help of a semantic evaluator. An

example semantic tool is the UMBC semantic similarity calculator [HKF+13] that

combines Latent Semantic Analysis and WordNet knowledge.

The semantic evaluator takes two words or sets of words and returns a value that

represents their semantic distance. The closer they are semantically, the higher the

score returned by the evaluator. Thus the system is able to rate, for each of the words

collected, its relationship to the domain identifier expression. The words that score

highest are kept.

A further step that we introduce consists in taking the obtained words, filtered

by highest semantic link to the domain, and cross-evaluating them. This results in

retaining a subset of words that hold the highest semantic correlation among each

other. In other words, the final keyword candidates set consists of terms that

• appear frequently on instance pages of the vertical domain,

• are closely related to the domain identifier string,

• and additionally are closely related among each other from a semantical aspect.

Such a collection of terms is automatically extracted from all the available sources.

It replaces the need to manually select entity attribute labels for each domain without

knowing the relevance or frequency of these labels when applying the search to the

remaining pages on the Web.

Examples of resulting word sets for four different domains are shown in Fig-

ure 4.3a. For this illustration, sets of two entity keywords are then derived from the

existing words pool, such that, along with the domain keyword, they have pairwise

a high semantic correlation. Finally, the groups of relevant keywords output by the

keyword extractor module for the four domains are then displayed in Figure 4.3b.
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(a) Filetered keywords by domain (b) Retained relevant keywords

Figure 4.3: Entity keywords

4.4 Constructing Queries

Since we are interested in finding large web sites that contain entity instances of the

same vertical domain, we build on the observation in [DMP12] that there is a signif-

icant amount of connectivity and redundancy in content among data sources within

the same domain on the Web. The existence of overlapping entities among different

sources permits the discovery of new web sites starting with entities already discov-

ered and stored in a system’s knowledge base, thus operating with a set-expansion

approach.

Based on this fact, we propose to start with the entities gathered from web site we

used for inference and conduct a search for overlapping entities on the Web. This in

turn allows to expand the entity repository with non-overlapping instances found on

the newly discovered sources or to consolidate the information already extracted.

The domain knowledge acquired on the training web site consists of the domain

identifier terms, the entity keywords extracted as described in Section 4.3, and all the

values of the entity attributes that are extracted on the instance pages by the inferred

wrappers, which we refer to as the domain instances information repository. With this

knowledge combined, we propose to build and execute search queries for different

instances, which are likely to find other pages on the Web describing these respective

instances. When some discovered instances are determined to belong to a new data-

intensive web site, they can constitute the seeds for a crawler tailored to find the rest

of the instances on that site.

We explain here how the queries are constructed for a targeted web search, while

the processing of the query results is detailed in later sections. Each query is composed

of the domain identifier terms, the entity keywords extracted for that domain, and
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one record from the instance attributes stored in the information repository. Various

queries, each for a specific instance in the repository, run in parallel. For each instance

query, pages returned by a search engine are considered of higher relevance if they

are semi-structured pages about the same or a similar entity instance. Therefore, to

restrain the scope of the search we require that attribute values be matched on the

result pages because they are part of the instance-related content. The identifying

attribute is required, while for the other attributes, all or a subset can be added to the

query terms. The rationale is that if we are interested to find instance pages including

specific attributes for data extraction, having them in the search query is likely to

return results that fit the information need. On the other hand, the domain and entity

identifier terms are rather descriptive and are not necessarily expected to figure in

the content of an instance page. Therefore, in each query composition, the attribute

instances are combined with logic AND, while the domain and entity indicator terms

are joined with the OR conjunction operator. The example in Figure 4.4 illustrates

how a query is constructed.

Figure 4.4: Query composition model

We note that we can relax the attribute exact matching requirement by using string

approximation or stemming techniques, and this to accommodate variations due to

abbreviations, formatting, spelling, etc. However, our experiments show that even

with the simplified boolean match for the attributes we are able to find a large number

of results.

As an example, consider we are interested in the book domain. The domain iden-

tifier term is book. The entity keywords derived from our inference web site are

publish and write. A random instance extracted on the inference web site has the

values Great Expectations and Charles Dickens for the title and author

attributes, respectively, with the title attribute being the instance identifier in this case.
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The query composition for this example is then:

“Great Expectations” AND “Charles Dickens” “book” “publish”

“write”

The OR operator is implied by default. In a similar way, queries are constructed

for a selected number of different entity instances in our database and each is sent to

the search engine. Wrapper functions allow the abstraction of search engine variations

when encoding queries, so the selection of a search engine is not bound by any con-

straints in the system’s operation. Generally, additional parameters may be appended

to the query construct to accomodate for common search engine options, e.g., number

of results per page. The URLs of the search results are then collected and stored for

each query, but results pages are not yet downloaded at this stage.

We note that since all the values of the query terms are taken as phrases, some

attribute values are naturally more likely to yield more search results than others.

This is due to the differences we mentioned, in the format for dates or measures, for

example, or in the presence of abbreviations and spelling variations within the values

of search phrases. This can be mitigated by diversifying both the instance values and

the attribute selection for a wider search coverage.

4.5 Filtering URL Results

In our quest to discover large data-intensive web sites, we contended that an effec-

tive search would be more efficient when the queries are well formulated and when

the system can automatically confirm or discard a returned result page based on its

relevance.

In previous sections, we already discussed how the system chooses pertinent key-

words and how queries are built using these keywords. In this section, we explain how

the system goes about the numerous query results returned by the search engine, and

how the first step of the automatic filtering is performed.

The main idea is to select only a useful subset of the URLs collected from different

instance queries for further processing, instead of downloading all the web pages listed

in the results. For that, we propose to combine the overall resulting URLs from a

number of instance queries in order to identify which web site globally and frequently

responds to our search for redundant entities. Since the same web site may appear in

different query results with some variations in its URL constituent parts, this requires

a way to compare URLs to assess their similarities and their possible belonging to a

common sub-section of a web site. If a URL recurrence is found, based on similarity

evaluation and not necessarily exact matching among URLs, the concerned subset of

search results will be further examined.
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Identifying Useful Redundancy

When a query is sent out to a search engine, the latter returns a very large number of

results in response. These results commonly link to pages that contain a full or partial

matching of the query terms.

Because of the entity redundancy principle that we discussed in Section 4.4, we

expect that the same large web site may contain many instance pages overlapping with

the instances used in the queries. Therefore, these instance pages are likely to appear

in the different result lists of the distinct instance queries we run. In other words, the

more overlap there is, the more frequently that web site will show up in the result

sets. Equally, the more frequently a web site shows up in the result sets, the higher the

probability of it being a large web site with content redundancy that responds to our

search needs.

This brings to the question: how to determine automatically which of the pages

listed by the search engine may be different instance pages belonging to a common

web site? One possibility is to download all the pages and compare their templates

and semantics [CMM05, Got08]. The problem in this approach is that it will employ

too much processing time and bandwidth to download all the listed result pages while

many of them do not respond to the requirements of (a) being semi-structured and (b)

belonging to a large data-intensive web site. In addition, because we don’t have any

reference templates, and because search results can originate from any type of sites

indexed by the search engine, the system would need to apply some heuristics and

estimate an appropriate template distance to classify two pages as sharing a common

template. These factors, if at all feasible, do not boost the search efficiency.

On the other hand, it is known that domain administrators adopt various conven-

tions for encoding page URLs. Moreover, when the pages belonging to the same

category are populated from a database through an automated script, as in the case of

large web sites, some consistencies can be detected in their URL patterns.

We aim to exploit the similarities among URLs to group result pages into clus-

ters, such that a cluster contains pages responding to distinct instance queries, but

belonging to a single web site and having little dissimilarity in their URL patterns.

Each qualifying cluster can then be analyzed to decide whether it contains candi-

date pages belonging to a large web site.

There are some existing works that propose algorithms to cluster large web sites,

such as [HRRC11, BDM11]. However, these approaches assume that the web site is

already given and they try to discover its structure. Our goal is to estimate if pages

with similar URLs, resulting from different instance queries, possibly belong to a large

web site section describing an entity in the vertical domain.
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Inspired by the approach in [BDM11] that combines URL analysis with some

simple content features, we use URLs clustering as a starting point for a further web

site exploration. In the next sub-section, we describe our clustering algorithm in more

details.

URLs Clustering

By looking at a reduced sample set of URLs gathered from a results pool for queries

in the book domain (Figure 4.5), a user can already spot some recurrences. For the

system to operate on a large scale, it has to automatically determine which URLs have

similar patterns and group them together.

Figure 4.5: Sample query result URLs

For this reason, a clustering approach seems applicable since cluster analysis is

generally adopted to find associations based on elements similarity, especially when

the number and type of element subclasses are not necessarily known in advance.

The latter are then determined by the algorithm itself. Clustering techniques use in

fact unsupervised pattern recognition to partition a given set of elements into subsets,

referred to as clusters. Elements in a cluster are expected to be highly similar among

each other and to differ from those in another cluster.
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We opt for a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithm to process

the result URLs collected from all the instance queries and group the similar ones

into clusters. The HAC algorithm was introduced in [CGK78] and is a rather simple

“bottom-up” technique that fits the nature of our data set, where the percentage of

results to be merged into clusters is not very high with respect to the entire set of

URLs returned by the search engine for the instance queries. In fact, in HAC, each

observation starts out as a separate cluster. In subsequent iterations, pairs of clusters

are combined if the predefined measure of distance between them is minimal, i.e., the

closest pairs are combined into a single cluster. In this way, a hierarchy is built by

starting with clusters of individual elements and successively moving towards a single

cluster containing all elements.

Therefore, we need to specify for our problem the metric that defines a distance

measure between two URLs. A URL can commonly be broken into different parts,

such as protocol, host, port number, path, query string, etc., some of which are op-

tional 3. An example is shown in Figure 4.6 for illustration purposes. The scheme is

commonly referred to as protocol and the fragment is also known as ref or reference.

Figure 4.6: URL structure

To attribute a numerical notion of resemblance to URLs, we define the distance, or

dissimilarity, between two URLs based on the parts they have in common and those

that are different, as shown in Algorithm 2.

For the successive iterations, a linkage criterion needs to be defined for the al-

gorithm to compute the distance between two sets of elements as a function of the

distance of the elements these sets contain. One possible function is the minimum

distance between elements of each cluster. This is referred to as single-linkage clus-

tering. For clusters C1 and C2, their distance is:

∀x ∈ C1,∀y ∈ C2 : d(C1, C2) = min(d(x, y))

where x and y are URLs. Hence, at a given iteration, the two clusters separated by

the shortest distance are merged. This implies that for a subsequent iteration, the

minimum distance between clusters is larger than that at the previous step. A stopping

condition for the algorithm can then be either a threshold that says that clusters have

3Detailed information on the URL specifications can be found on http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1738.txt
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Algorithm 2: Measuring Dissimilarity between Two URLs
Input : URLs {u1, u2}
Output: The distance D between u1 and u2

if u1.authority == u2.authority then
Let D be the number of different parts between u1.path and u2.path;
if u1.protocol != u2.protocol then

D++;

if u1.query != u2.query then
D++;

if u1.ref != u2.ref then
D++;

else
D = INFINITY;

return D;

become too distant to be merged, or, when applicable, a predefined number of clusters

to reach.

Applying HAC to the collection of instance search results, each observation, which

corresponds to URLS in our case, starts out as a separate cluster. URLs with the

smallest dissimilarity are then grouped in the following steps. Based on the URL

distance metric, we set our stopping condition as a rather small integer, between 1 and

3. In fact, larger variations in URL parts are not interesting for our analysis based on

finding redundancies in URL format, and later in page content. In particular, when two

URLs that have a different authority, for example, it is not even necessary to compare

the rest of their components as they do not come from the same web site, so obviously

not the same entity page template. Their dissimilarity is thus maximal.

From the clusters generated by HAC, we can consider as valid candidates for in-

stance pages those URLs that:

• occur in multiple distinct instance search results

• originate from the same web site

• share a pattern with low dissimilarity value (inferior to a selected threshold)

URLs satisfying these properties make it through the first filtering step of the sys-

tem and are then subject to further examination to determine whether they constitute

semi-structured instance pages from a data-intensive web site. On the other hand,

URLs occurring only occasionally or not matching any cluster (other than their own

singleton) are not considered of interest and their pages are not downloaded.
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4.6 Page Evaluation

To our day, web search engines still use full or partial keyword matching techniques

when finding results to a proposed query, as mentioned in Section 4.3. That is, a

page most likely appears in the search results list because it contains all or a subset of

the terms present in the input query. Other considerations, as discussed in the same

section, are applied by search engines in order to rank the appearance of a page in

their output list.

In Section 4.5, we described how our system clusters similar URLs collected from

query results and kept only those with sufficiently redundant occurrence among vari-

ous queries. This constitued the first part of our result filtering process. In this section,

we describe how pages at the resulting URLs undergo the second stage of filtering

through our system. The URL clusters deriving from the URL filtering component

are passed as input to the next component in the system, the page evaluator. The re-

sponsibility of the latter is to determine whether the pages at the given URL addresses

contain semi-structured data sections that can be of interest for the data extraction

task. In fact, we reiterate the goal of the system in finding large data-intensive web

sites in the vertical domain. We adopt as a reasonable pre-condition the fact that

pages belonging to large data-intensive web sites are generated by regular templates

with some level of structure. This assertion implicates that pages not contaning any

data sections with structure can be discarded for our purposes. For each URL in the

clusters returned by the previous system component, the corresponding web page is

downloaded to be further analyzed.

In order to separate interesting from non-interesting pages, we proceed in three

steps:

• Locate relevant fragment(s) on the page

• Extract features from page fragment(s)

• Classify the page based on extracted features

The following sub-sections describe these steps in more detail.

Locating Relevant Content

Given a downloaded page, the first task in this component’s process consists in iden-

tifying in its content the fragments that are to be evaluated with regards to the orig-

inating search purposes. Web pages usually consist of one or more main content

section, in addition to less interesting sections such as banners and menus. In large
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data-intensive web sites, instance web pages have a section that displays the entity

attributes in a semi-structured format. Although this is generally located in the main

content section, some sites adopt a box notation, in a side or top frame for example,

while leaving the center frame on the page layout for more detailed information. Fig-

ure 4.7 shows an example of a restaurant instance and another of a movie instance,

where a combination of semi-structured data and plain long text co-appear on the

page, in addition to other less focal page content.

Figure 4.7: Mixed content instance pages

Since our data extraction goal is to retrieve entity attribute values where available

in semi-structured sections, we need first to locate the HTML container in which they

are displayed on the page. While some works address vision-based analysis and DOM

tree alignment to delimit HTML containers for data extraction, we opt for a less com-

plex approach. Instead, we start with the query that generated the result page that is

being examined and we search for the least common ancestor HTML container of the

instance attribute values in that query on the given result page. If one or more of the

attribute values appear multiple times on the web page, several parent containers may

be identified. These different container elements are not necessarily exclusive, mean-

ing that one can possibly be a child of another. Moreover, the least common ancestor

element may happen to be the root node of the page’s DOM tree.
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Depending on the occurrence of the attribute values, the following are the possible

scenarios that can be encountered:

• Attribute values are located in one page fragment. In this case, the correspond-

ing HTML container is returned for further analysis.

• Attribute values are located in several page fragments. In this case, a list of

HTML containers is returned and each will be analyzed separately.

• Attribute values are not found on the page. We combine with this case when

attributes are only partially matched. This means no valid container is found

with all the values of interest and the given result page is then discarded.

The next task is to analyze each HTML element where these attribute values ap-

pear to determine whether it has the structural features generally encountered in semi-

structured instance page templates.

Features Extraction and Page Classification

A human user is able to tell if a page contains a semi-structured data section that

can be exploited for attribute extraction by simply looking at its rendering in a web

browser. In fact, the instance attribute terms may appear in various parts of the result

page. However, occurrences in text sections such as in reviewers comments, detailed

descriptions, and the like, are not of any particular interest for our data extraction

purposes. We are rather interested in finding redundancy with the instance attribute

values displayed in a semi-structured layout. To filter out false positives, and given

the large amount of web pages processed by our system, it is not efficient to have a

person examine each page and determine whether it has any relevant semi-structured

data section describing an entity instance or not.

Therefore, given an HTML fragment, the automatic page filtering sequence pro-

ceeds to analyze it with respect to some structural and content features that are com-

monly observed when entity instances are displayed on data-intensive web sites. Re-

current characteristics have been visually identified and used to train a classifier in

order to automatically distinguish structured from non-structured content, by simulat-

ing a user’s discernment task for each of the result fragments. Namely, we look into

the length of the text, recurrence of characters such as the column, usage of lists or

table cells, and other aspects of the HTML formatting. These features are extracted

and stored for every container found and are evaluated in the third step for classifying

the fragment. Initially, the classifier is trained with a large set of positive and negative

examples, that is, with a mixed set of semi-structured and non semi-structured HTML
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container elements. It is then applied to the obtained result page fragments. A result

page is boosted as a potential instance page if at least one of its extracted fragments is

classified as semi-structured. Otherwise, the page is not considered a valid candidate

and is discarded.

The output from the page evaluator component consists then of those search result

pages, already retained in a URL cluster, where the respective query attribute terms

occur in a likely semi-structured layout. These are the final candidate instance pages

of the system. Clusters with a larger number of classified candidate pages will have

higher priority to be processed by the site explorer for crawling more instances from

the discovered web site. This will serve to populate the vertical domain repository.

A detailed evaluation of the system’s performance and the obtained results is pro-

vided in Section 4.7.

4.7 Experiments

After presenting our approach to discover new web sites in a vertical domain, in

this section, we describe our implementation of the Vertical Domain Explorer system

(VerDE). We also describe the experiments we conducted and list the results obtained.

Finally, some analysis and comments are proposed related to these results.

System Implementation

VerDE system is implemented in Java as a set of packages that reflect all the func-

tionalities of the various components introduced in Sections 4.3 through 4.6. The

information previously collected from the inference training web sites, which consti-

tutes the information repository, is stored in a MySQL database, and so is the output

of VerDE system.

A preprocessing module analyzes the tokens extracted on the training web site for

their frequency of occurrence and semantics. It also discards stop words that bring no

additional value to the keyword search. For the semantic evaluator, as described in the

keyword extraction component (Section 4.3), we use the semantic similarity service

provided by the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC). Their technique

combines Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and knowledge extracted from WordNet

to evaluate word similiarity [HKF+13]. For any given words or phrases, the semantic

similarity tool returns a value that represents their semantic distance. This numeric

score decreases with increasing distance. The threshold to differentiate words that are

close semantically from those that are distant is determined empirically in VerDE.

As for interfacing with search engines in the query generator component, we men-

tioned in Section 4.4 that it is abstracted by the wrapper functions that we imple-
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mented. This choice provides the flexibility to select any of the major search engines

to run the queries for the sake of preference or comparison.

The URL analyzer component includes a clustering module. Therefore, we opt for

the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithm with single linkage, and

base our implementation on the Java library provided by the Sape research group at

the University of Lugano 4. Support scores are computed for each URL results cluster

to reflect their coverage of the different instance queries sent to the search engine.

Clusters with high score mean that the web site contains many overlapping pages with

the entity instances of the search. On the other hand, clusters with a score below a set

threshold are not processed any further.

Finally, the page evaluation component requires a classifier to assess the structure

of the page content where the instance attributes are located. Because of the binary

nature of the expected output (semi-structured content or not), the classifier is imple-

mented as a logistic regression. The training set consists of HTML content collected

from pages on the Web and reflecting both semi-structured and non-semi-structured

properties, as positive and negative examples respectively. Eight features related to

text length, punctuation, and HTML formatting are identified for our supervised learn-

ing algorithm. For a model selection that is less prone to overfitting or underfitting, we

fit the logistic regression hypothesis parameters on a subset of the collected training

examples. Then we fit the degree of polynomial on a different cross-validation subset.

Finally, we tune the regularization parameter such that the test error is minimal when

evaluated on unseen samples in the third and last test subset. We report the accuracy

scores listed in Table 4.1 for the performance of our classifier model.

Training set accuracy 81.82%
Cross-validation set accuracy 93.75%
Test set accuracy 100.00%

Table 4.1: Classifier accuracy

The classifier with the fitted model parameters is then used in the Page Evaluator

component of the system to categorize the page fragments that are found to contain

the relevant search data.

Finally, all the various VerDE components are implemented and integrated to

smoothly deliver the functionalities of the automated search and filter approach that

the entire system builds on.

4http://sape.inf.usi.ch/hac
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Experiment Results

We evaluate the results obtained from VerDE by running experiments in 4 vertical

domains:

• Restaurant

• University

• Book

• NBA player

For any inference web site in a given vertical domain, the information collected

and stored in the repository contains the frequent tokens found on the entity pages

and the records of attribute instances extracted by the inferred wrappers on the target

pages.

Once retrieved from the inference site tokens, entity keywords can be stored for

future use to enhance performance. When a different inference site is used, and thus

a different set of tokens is processed from the information repository, the entity key-

words extraction is launched again.

On the other hand, instance attribute values are fetched from the repository at

every experiment run. Given the number of instances to retrieve, random records are

selected from the database to formulate queries during the system execution. The

system can include in the built queries any or all of the attributes stored for a given

entity. A match for these attribute values is then sought in the search results. Attributes

used in the queries for each domain are shown in Table 4.2. For evaluation purposes,

we include in our query construction an attribute value that can be considered as entity

identifier, whose label is shown in bold font in 4.2. We also select a variable second

attribute from those shown in normal font. The number of instances and the attribute

selection for each experiment run can be specified in the experiment configuration.

Table 4.2: Query attributes by domain

Domain Query attributes
RESTAURANT Name, Cuisine, Address, Phone
UNIVERSITY Name, Type, Phone
BOOK Title, ISBN, Author, Publisher
NBA PLAYER Name, Team, Height, Weight

For the experiments run on the VerDE system, we calculate the the percentage of

examined pages with respect to the total URLs collected from search engine results.

These represent the pages that contain the entity search terms and are considered for
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further examination by the classifier to detect semi-structured properties. The percent-

ages are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Percentage of examined pages by domain

Domain % Pages examined
RESTAURANT 3.32
UNIVERSITY 25.89
BOOK 8.03
NBA PLAYER 26.32

We also compute the percentage of results positively classified as semi-structured

by the system with respect to those retained for examination. The values are listed in

Table 4.4

Table 4.4: Percentage of pages classified as semi-structured

Domain % Positive pages
RESTAURANT 62.07
UNIVERSITY 88.60
BOOK 74.70
NBA PLAYER 78.73

We note in Table 4.5, for each vertical domain under consideration, the precision

for the semi-structured sources automatically classified by the system.

Table 4.5: Precision of results by domain

Domain Precision
RESTAURANT 0.83
UNIVERSITY 0.91
BOOK 0.83
NBA PLAYER 0.84

To compute the recall, one would have to go manually over the hundreds or thou-

sands of URLs returned by the search engine and verify if the system missed any

positive results. Therefore, due to the huge amount of results returned by the search

engine, the recall value was not computed for our experiments. However, an estimate

obtained by a manual verification on a sample subset of URLs gave a recall value of

73.4%.

Moreover, to illustrate the variation in the obtained results depending on the at-

tributes selected for the queries, Table 4.6 lists the precision values for 3 different

attribute combinations.

Finally, Table 4.7 lists the number of distinct semi-structured sources discovered

for each domain. They correspond to a total of 172 distinct authorities.
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Table 4.6: Precision by query attributes in the Restaurant domain

RESTAURANT Name, Cuisine Name, Address Name, Phone
Precision 0.82 0.86 0.67

Table 4.7: Semi-structured sources automatically discovered

Domain # Pages
RESTAURANT 54
UNIVERSITY 342
BOOK 245
NBA PLAYER 469

In the next sub-section, we explain our findings.

Result Analysis

In total, 10104 URLs were collected during the experiments, which were reduced to

9465 distinct URLs once duplicate results were removed. Only about 15% of them be-

came part of clusters with URL redundancies. Of these, 1395 pages in total contained

the attribute values of the query search terms and were examined by the classifier for

semi-structured format filtering. This translated into a considerable effort saved from

downloading unuseful pages. Furthermore, 1110 pages, or 11.73% of the URLs col-

lected from search engine results, were classified as semi-structured. This percentage

came in close agreement with [NWM07, NMS+07], where it was statistically esti-

mated that 12.6% of randomly crawled pages are semi-structured product pages. This

was also equivalent to 79.6% of the pages that passed the first phase of automatic

filtering being classified positive in the second filtering phase, which highlighted the

benefit of the URL pre-processing step.

The experiments precision results for each domain shown in Table 4.5 are satisfac-

tory for a completely automated approach, with an overall system precision of 0.84.

However, we note that few results were returned and a poor accuracy was observed on

numerical attributes, e.g., ISBN, height, weight, phone numbers, mostly due

to wide variations in formatting on the Web and our heuristics being based on exact

matching. In particular, Table 4.6 shows a low precision for results related to queries

with the numeric phone attribute, as compared to those with address or cuisine

textual values. However, diversifying the attribute selection in queries for a given en-

tity can compensate any loss in results coverage. For example, queries with books

title and publisher would find matching sources that queries with title and

ISBN numeric values did not find. Another option to remedy to this problem would be

to relax the boolean search with approximation or regular expressions when matching
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values on pages.

Another observation is that the number of discovered sources is not overwhelm-

ing. This can be explained first by the fact that few entity instances were used in each

experiment as query material to the search engine, in order to improve efficiency in

evaluating the system model. However, with a set of queries of 5 to 50 different in-

stance queries, 245 sources were discovered in a few minutes in the BOOK domain. It

is a great improvement over a manual experiment we conducted, where it took a team

of 3 people a few hours to locate 100 relevant BOOK sources. Other explanations can

be related to the high number of non-entity pages returned by search engines, espe-

cially in the RESTAURANT domain where touristic sources, advertisements, and blogs

are popular and abundant, as well as to the overlap of results returned over different

experiments, which do not bring any added value. Finally, it is worth mentioning

that a large portion of the semi-structured web content originates from the Deep Web,

which is rarely indexed by traditional search engines, and therefore not accessible to

our system.

Overall, the results translate into a clear optimization in the effort of exploring

web sites for crawling and data extraction. In consequence, the site explorer module

can eventually focus its processing only on likely candidates of large data-intensive

web sites.

4.8 Related Work

The vertical domain explorer (VerDE) system we presented touches on many subjects

in data extraction addressed by several research contributions. We discuss some of

them as they relate to the system’s functionality and to the four system components.

Focused Crawling and Vertical Search

In Section 2.2, we discussed how crawlers find and download web pages that are

then indexed and used by search engines. The research work in [CVdBD99, Cha02,

STS+03, PS11] presents focused, and more specifically, topical crawlers that filter

the portions of the Web to be crawled. This has put forward challenges in the ability

of the crawler to distinguish relevant documents from non-relevant documents and

that of selecting non-biased crawl seeds. Learning algorithms and matching specific

keywords in content and metadata have been commonly adopted, in addition to putting

restrictions on the domain name of the web site to crawl, or on the link distance from

the start page, but the problem remains open for study to improve performance and

accuracy.
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However, topical crawlers do not necessarily find large data-intensive web sites.

In fact, these crawlers can tumble on many sites relevant to the topic but not fitted

for data extraction purposes. As a result, they do not add value in enriching, check-

ing or extending repository of entity attributes, while downloading and analyzing all

pages crawled to determine their structure would even require a double effort: first to

train the focused crawler, then to also post-process the documents. Our approach on

the other hand relies on filtering the URLs to be downloaded by comparing parallel

query results. By identifying redundancies, it tries to locate large web sites and con-

sequently, automatically selects candidate seeds that are likely to yield large amounts

of entity pages matching the crawling objectives. It also allows to limit the crawl to

sections of the web site that satisfy constraints both on content and format.

Information Retrieval for Vertical Search Engines

In recent years, the need for vertical search engines dedicated to topical services

like news, scholar publications, finance, shopping, biological and medical informa-

tion, etc., has motivated efforts for highly accurate information retrieval techniques

in this area. In fact, such vertical search engines allow users to search for informa-

tion within only a subset of documents on the Web, mainly those that are relevant to

a pre-determined topic. Domain-centric search engines have many advantages over

document search, since they can maintain a more complete database of the entities in

the domain by reaching the long tail of web sites [DMP12]. Moreover, given their

specialized content nature, they are able to provide customized search features over

the pre-determined vertical domain and they overtop standard search engines when it

comes to coverage, accuracy, and freshness of data.

After the focused crawling process to locate pages on the Web from the specific

vertical domain, it is necessary to extract from these pages the information related to

the domain entities, integrate these information into a data warehouse, and offer the

possibility to perform object-level search. It is also important to ensure the automa-

tion and scaling of data extraction from the collected structured or semi-structured

web sources. Therefore, various research activities address these topics in their ef-

fort to enable object search in vertical domains. [NWM07, NMS+07] explore this

paradigm and the technologies used to build their object search engines in two dis-

tinct vertical domains, namely academic and product search. Their topical crawler

fetches pages, which are then classified into pre-determined categories corresponding

to real-world objects. On these pages, values are extracted for the pre-determined

entity attributes. This is followed by integrating the information into a warehouse,

and ranking their popularity and relevance. They statistically estimate that 12.6% of
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randomly crawled pages are product pages. This echoes the estimation we also report

in our result findings.

[NFP+11] also consider the issues of data extraction, schema reconciliation, and

data fusion, in building a system that synthesizes products for shopping verticals or

product search engines. From the merchant offer pages, they identify name-value

pairs of product attributes listed in HTML tables, and either match the product to an

existing catalog’s category in the global schema, or create a new catalog item if no

match is found.

A discovery-based approach for vertical domains is introduced in [HCPZ11]. Start-

ing with one labeled example site from a given vertical, their solution aims to train a

system to extract data from unseen sites in that same vertical, independently of the

domain. The system training relies on content and layout features to learn page-level,

site-level, and attribute information, which allows it to identify similar attribute values

on a new unseen site pages.

In their proposed system,[SWL+12] exploit entity redundancy in different web

sites to learn entity attributes from inner-site and cross-site features. This enables a

dynamic and automatic discovery and extraction of structured data from web pages

belonging to the same vertical.

In all these works, the emphasis is on facilitating and optimizing information re-

trieval in given verticals. However, input pages are provided either by topical crawlers

or by manually specifying the web source to analyze. No optimization is performed at

the search and download stages to target only the pages that represent data-intensive

and semi-structured entity pages, which would reduce considerably the amount of

later page processing. On the other hand, our approach discovers new data-intensive

site automatically. Due to this automation, we reduce human effort and also avoid

unnecessary page downloads, which makes our approach fit to handle in an efficient

way the huge amount of entity pages and rich data-intensive sites on the Web. We

can thus consider VerDE as a preceding module for these systems, meaning that once

we automatically discover new sites with VerDE, the discovered sites can be treated

by any of these data extraction systems to identify and extract attribute-value pairs

on the pages. Moreover, VerDE is able to individuate the HTML containers where

the semi-structured data are displayed, based on the values sent in the query and re-

trieved from the training web site. This can resolve some extraction obstacles the

other systems face where an attribute like “Book title” appears several times on the

page with different values, as generally happens with various recommended instances

listed on the same page as the main entity instance itself. An example of such pages

is shown in Figure 4.8. When the Title attribute Romeo and Juliet and the Pub-
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lisher Sterling Juvenile are the instance values in the query, for instance, the

HTML section of interest identified by VerDE for further processing is delimited with

the dotted rectangle. It represents the smallest common ancestor node containing both

values. Consequently, other recommended books on the lower part of the page are

of no relevance to our system, whereas with other solutions they may get matched to

attributes in the Book entity schema and cause incorrect extraction for the Romeo

and Juliet instance.

Figure 4.8: Sample instance page with listed recommendations

Entity-Aware Search Engines

One approach that have similar goals to ours is [BCMP08], where the authors run

an automatic search for web pages that are instances of a given entity, which can

be exploited by domain-specific search engines or faceted search applications. Their

system takes as input a few sample pages from distinct web sites pertaining to the

same entity. For sample pages belonging to the same web site, they propose to find

other instance pages in the same large web site. With the various initial sample pages,

they also propose to discover other instance pages in new web sites. This is achieved

by first analyzing the overall structure of entity pages in the same web site to detect

regularities, based on hyperlink locations. Then by intersecting in-site and cross-
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site terms, they derive entity and domain keywords. These keywords are combined

with link anchors pointing to instance pages in order to run search queries for each

instance. Each URL in the query results is analyzed by exploring its web site to find

similar pages and derive their common template. The derived template, when found, is

then checked for common entity keywords to determine whether it represents instance

pages. If the outcome is positive, the web site is then re-explored for finding and

crawling those instance pages.

While both our work and theirs address the domain-independent page gathering

task, the two approaches differ in several aspects:

• They need to analyze several similar web sites to perform quantitative keyword

analysis and bootstrap the system. Our approach is based on data from one

training web site and uses both quantitative and qualitative semantic evaluation

to determine meaningful keywords for the domain under consideration.

• Their system determines instance pages based on entity keyword appearance

and hyperlinks location. This may lead to false positives in web sites that be-

long to the domain examined but do not necessarily offer semi-structured data-

intensive pages. On the other hand, our page filtering is based on a trained

classifier that takes into consideration content, structure, and formatting and ap-

plies the evaluation to identified sections of interest on the page, which also

reduces noise.

• For each URL result returned by the search engine, they run a full web site

evaluation, which is not a trivial task, especially when the URL belongs to a

large web site composed of thousands of pages. The web site exploration is

even repeated if a derived template evaluates as a potential instance page. In

contrast, we exploit apparent redundancies in search results and minimize the

number of candidate URLs before they are processed any further. The second

step of page classification avoids exploring a web site if no semi-structured

content is detected. Furthermore, having identified other instance pages in the

same web site cluster facilitates the task of finding the relevant sub-section in

that large web site that relates to the entity of interest.

A different but related work is presented in [WT10], which presents a knowledge

harvesting technique aiming to construct a comprehensive knowledge base of facts.

These techniques exploit semi-structured and natural-language online sources such as

Wikipedia with the goal of extracting semantic classes, mutual relations, and temporal

contexts of named entities to support expressive and precise querying. For example,
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they try to find all entities in Wikipedia corresponding to predefined classes and sub-

classes, such as scientists, politicians, movies, or all those matching binary predicates,

such as graduatedAt(Person, University). Their information extraction interest is not

in collecting and integrating a variety of raw data to fit in a given domain schema,

but rather gathering entities with their semantic types and corresponding relationships

in an “output-oriented” approach, in other words, gathering instances for a given set

of relations. In this context, the semi-structured nature of data-intensive pages can-

not potentially be exploited in a pattern-based extraction of facts without a substantial

postprocessing of the output.

Visual Cues for Data Extraction

Some recent approaches in data extraction address wrapper generation using visual

content features from the web sources. These techniques parallel those that rely on

DOM trees, which are quite simple but can lack accuracy because of page template

variations. Visual-based wrappers, on the other hand, rely on the rendering informa-

tion from the browser, like position, alignment, font, images, etc. to separate noise

regions and locate data of interest [GHTG12, SL05, LNL01, LMM10, LLO07].

Such approaches commonly examine the resemblance of data records to build a

block tree, then proceed to data record extraction and data item extraction, assuming

the relevant information block is centered in one main region on the page.

They are mostly efficient if a page displays multiple data records with recurring

structure, as in search engine result pages or record pages from the deep web, but

remain nonetheless time-consuming in their processing.

In contrast, our page evaluator component identifies the block containing relevant

data from the occurrence of the sample instance values already available. Therefore,

analyzing the full content of the page is not necessary in this case. Whether the page

contains repetitive records or not does not have any effect, as our trained classifier

examines only the delimited section and determines if it is semi-structured in order to

be exploited for data extraction.

4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an approach to automatically and efficiently locate large

data-intensive web sources in a given vertical domain, by starting with knowledge

gathered from a training site and exploiting redundancies in entity occurrences on the

Web. The system prototype implemented is composed of 4 logical components: a

keyword extractor and an automatic query generator for the search tasks, then a URL

analyzer and a page evaluator for the filter step. Our experiment results show a great
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advantage in using the automatic 2-stage filtering before exploring web sites returned

by search engines, and a high level of precision of our classifier. Future work can

address the implementation of the web site crawler that exploits output page clusters

with high coverage, in addition to application of data extraction techniques on the

semi-structured containers identified on the pages.
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In this dissertation, we presented our contributions in common research fields of Web

information retrieval. In particular, an innovative approach for synergic definition

and exection of crawling and wrapping programs was evaluated, and was exploited

to guide a proposed search technique for new web sources displaying semi-structured

information about the same type of domain entities. These approaches build on the

information redundancy observed within a large web site on one hand, and among

various web sites on the Internet on the other hand. They constitute important building

bricks for constructing vertical search engines and aggregator sites, while remaining

domain independent, and they focus on keeping the user effort to a minimum.

Summary of Contributions

We started in Chapter 1 by introducing key aspects of the Web information retrieval

research area and the main lines of work associated with it. We defined its goal, which

is finding solutions to automatically discover implicit structure and semantics on web

pages and turn the textual or semi-structured content they display into machine-usable

structured data. This in turn allows complex queries to be run to respond better to

users’ information needs. We narrowed down the focus on semi-structured data ex-

traction and large data-intensive web sites. The structure and content of these web

sites reveal a large amount of information redundancy, which is the main thread that

binds together the 2 central parts of our work. We also highlighted the main chal-

lenges encountered in the various tasks of an information retrieval activity, parts of

which underline our motivation to address the open problems in this field.

In Chapter 2, we presented an in-depth review of the state-of-the-art related to the

problems of crawling, wrapper generation and maintenance, and data integration are

addressed. Innovative methods were described for truth discovery and for character-

izing web data uncertainty when sources offer conflicting information. In addition,

we gave an overview of some solutions that make information retrieval scalable to the

Web and the Deep Web, in addition to some efforts that extract semantics and discover

entity information on web pages.
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In Chapter 3, we defined for a given data-intensive large web site, an abstract

model describing it on the intensional, extensional, and constructional levels. Using

this model, we introduced a new methodology to specify and execute crawlers and

wrappers in a synergic way. A crawler is defined in such a way that only sections of

the web site that are relevant to the data extraction task are downloaded, with support

for pagination. Wrappers are defined both to extract navigation links for crawling, and

for extracting data attributes while the pages are downloaded by the crawler. The 2

operations complement each other and operate in an interleaved way. We also imple-

mented a prototype called CoDEC that derives these specifications from tracking an

inexpert user’s navigation and interaction on the site. We assured low overhead for the

user by adopting an active learning approach, where the system learns from the user’s

input and prompts for more input only in case it encounters uncertainty with the data

extraction results on a given page. The system then refines its learning of both the

page template components and the inferred extraction rules. In this work, solving the

sampling problem was also a crucial step to avoid bias in the training set, which would

also affect the rules inference. The evaluation of the system through the implemented

prototype showed satisfactory results with a minimum user effort.

Chapter 4 introduced a complementary approach that exploits the knowledge gath-

ered while performing inference on a large web site, and is able to efficiently and au-

tomatically locate other large data-intensive web sites offering pages on the entity of

interest. The proposed technique is based on the existence of information redundancy

among entities on the Web and uses an automatic mutli-step search and filter mech-

anism to find relevant pages without having to download thousands of non-relevant

ones suggested by a search engine. Our approach is also able to determine the loca-

tion of semi-structured data attributes on the newly discovered entity pages with high

accuracy. Data extracted on those pages would be useful in extending, enriching, or

validating the data already collected in a vertical domain repository. After presenting

the architecture of our system, we explained the design and operation of its 4 logical

components, namely a keyword extractor and an automatic query generator for the

search tasks, then a URL analyzer and a page evaluator for the filter step. To sup-

port the development of our models and methods, we relied on the implementation

of a software prototype, named VerDE, which also served for the evaluation of the

proposed approach. Our experiment results show a great advantage in using the au-

tomatic 2-stage filtering before exploring web sites returned by search engines, and a

high level of precision of our classifier.

Finally, it is worth noting that both systems are domain-independent in nature and

can be applied to large web sites from any given domain, regardless of their organiza-
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tion, and content characteristics.

Future Work

As discussed their respective chapters, the 2 systems we developed leave some poten-

tial for improvement and extended functionality implementation. The CoDEC system

could benefit from the inclusion of semantic assertions to distinguish pages describing

entities that are close in structure and type but different in their semantic connotation,

such as coaches and players, used cars and new cars, etc. Also, a mechanism is needed

to deal with any optional attributes with changing location on the page. This challenge

is one of the many open challenges in Web information retrieval highlighted in Chap-

ter 1.

As for VerDE system, future work can address the integration of existing attribute

discovery and segmentation techniques to extract the values from the identified semi-

structured containers on the pages.

We note that while we studied the problem of locating and extracting semi-structured

information on large data-intensive Web sites, we identified several general limitations

that still constitute a challenge in the area of Web information retrieval.

In particular, the main open problem is how to generate a golden set of attributes

and values to verify the obtained results and evaluate generated extraction rules. Many

approaches rely on human efforts to check or annotate data sets, which is an expensive

solution that does not fit the Web scale.

Moreover, with the diversity of implemented methods and proposed techniques in

the literature, there is no common standard way for performance evaluation in order

to conduct a fair comparison. The adopted metrics for precision and recall are able to

quantify the performance of a system, but they remain linked to the experiments setup

and the variety of data existing on the Web.

Deriving a global schema model covering all possible attributes of a given domain

entity at Web scale also remains a challenge. Existing models are either manually

generated or discovered from the finite sources fed into an data extraction system.

Also, extending the schema to allow record linkage between different sources

would be an important feature for the completeness of results returned in response

to a user query, as well as refining returned results that have a datestamp to determine

which are current and which are entities from past years. This brings to the fact that a

lot of work is still to be done concerning the rapid evolution of web sites and data and

dealing with their changes over time.

Another open area for research is determining semantics and exploiting context

information for attribute disambiguation and for improving the accuracy of entity dis-
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covery.

Finally, an open challenge, or rather opportunity, remains in applying the advanced

and innovative information retrieval techniques to develop specialized query systems

and a wider range of performant vertical search engines, covering the numerous ver-

tical domains that make the Web such a valuable source of information.
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